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Best Attractions with 5 different colors
Here, there are colors representing Korea, yellow, blue, white and black. These are the 5 directional
colors called ‘o-bang-saek’ in Korean. Based on Yín-Yáng Schòol, our ancestors prayed for good
luck and thought those colors even drove bad forces out. To Koreans, o-bang-saek is more
than just a combination of colors. It is meaningful in various areas such as space, philosophy,
wisdom, etc. While o-bang-saek is representative color of Korea, the space representing Korea
is the Hangang (river). Having been the basis of people’s livelihood, the Hangang flows through
the heart of Seoul and serves as the space linking nature, the city and human beings. So let’s
take a look at the river through the prism of o-bang-saek, the traditional color of Korea. Tourist
attractions of the river that used to move in a silver wave are stretched out in 5 different colors.
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44-71P _ Landscape with the Hangang
72-89P _ The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang
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Blue

靑 means birth of all things
Experiencing the vitality of nature

White-tailed eagles go on an excursion
along the 41.5㎞ blue waterway to
the Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park
Sweetfish take a trip along the Jamsil
Fish Way to the sea.
Not only animals but also human
beings live along the blue waterway,
breathing in nature.
Children study an ecosystem and
adults heal their mind and body in the
company of nature.
Then, why don’t you take an eco-trip
to the Hangang along the blue waterway?

Taking an eco-trip
of the Hangang
along the blue
waterway

It is Gangseo Wetland
Ecological Park that
migratory birds like
mallards and white
herons visit because it is
so pristine.

>

> Since there are a variety
of animals and plans in
Gangseo Wetland
Ecological Park,
children can naturally
experience an
ecosystem.

Blue.
eco-trip

●
The Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park is located at the Hangang (river) between
the southern tip of Banghwadaegyo (bridge) and the southern tip of Haengjudaegyo
(bridge). Wetland ecosystem is well established in revetment of low-lying areas of the
riverside that there are colonies of wetland plants. In the Gangseo Wetland Ecological
Park where habitats are preserved as their pristine state, there are lush woods of reeds,
salix koriyanagi kimura and willows. And at the water’s edge are migratory birds such
as mallards and white herons living together. Perhaps, that is why songs of birds never
stop in the Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park.
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Nanji Ecological
Wetland
where nature
breathes lively

the Gangseo
Wetland
Ecological Park

02

is a place
where the songs
of birds go on
and on

●
water from the Hangang (river) was taken into an area where water could not be
kept except for the rainy season to create a 57,600㎡ Nanji Ecological Wetland. Some 50
species (more than 200,000 aquatic plants and flowering plants) were planted to make
a habitat for diverse wild animals and insects and for ecological study field for students.
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Obser vator y Decks _ they are installed to
give an easy access to visitors so that they can
observe some 50 species and more than 200,000
aquatic plants and flowering plants at a glance.
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Waterside Ecology Study Center _ with 2
floors above ground and total floor area of
328.57㎡, it is located in front of Nanji Ecological
Wetland. Here, various ecology study classes
are operated, enabling children to learn about
an ecosystem naturally through direct ecoexperiences.

Subway _ Get off at Mapogu office station Line No. 6, get out through exit
No. 7, walk into a path along Hongje Stream, and walk 1.3㎞ to the Han
River Get off at Worldcup Stadium station and get out through exit No. 1.
Car _ when coming in the direction of Worldcup Stadium, use Ilsan-bound
Gangbyeonbukro expressway, pass Seongsan Bridge, proceed 3㎞ before
entering underpass. When coming in the direction of the airport on Olympic
expressway, drive on Gayang Bridge, use the approach road located 5oom in
the direction of Seongsan Bridge.
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Near-by
places to
visit

H a n g a n g W i l d l i f e E x p l o r a t i o n Ce n te r _
with 3 floors above ground and total floor
area of 469.37㎡, it is located in front of the
Nanji camping ground. Life in the wild can be
experienced here. Therefore, it is utilized as a
study field for children.
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Observatory decks and observation of carps
laying eggs _ they are used as a space by citizens
for nature study. The scene of carps laying eggs
can be seen directly from observation installed
decks above wetlands every April.

Gangseo
Wetland Ecological Park

Tip

Ga

Low-lying wetland and aquatic plant waterway
_ this park which has aquatic plant waterway and
typical freshwater wetland created by the flow of
the Hangang (river) carries out functions such as
flood prevention and balanced climate control.

hw

Migratory birdwatching stands _ it enables
visitors to watch birds in close proximity without
disturbing the daily life of sensitive birds.

Subway _ get on subway Line No. 5, get off at Banghwa station, get out
through exit No.1 or 2, take a community bus No.6 and get off at Gangseo
Wetland Ecological Park. Car _ When coming in the direction Gimpo
Airport: use the access way 50m from Banghwadaegyo (bridge) ramp
When coming in the direction of Jamsil: get off the expressway right
before the Gayangdaegyo (bridge) ramp and proceed in the direction of
Balsan station, make a right turn at Gayang intersection, pass the back
gate of Seonam Environmental Technology Co., Ltd and use the underpass.

ng

Near-by
places to
visit

Reeds, salix koriyanagi kimura, willow forest _
a natural meadow with willows in it is created
ever y summer by flooding and planted salix
koriyanagi k imura and bridal wreath living
together harmoniously.
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Tip

Nanji Ecological Wetland ideal

To G ur i

Blue.
eco-trip

●
The Yeouido Saetgang Ecological Park along Saetgang (inlet) flowing south of
Yeouido (island) is a place that provides a breath of nature to Yeouido, the center of
financial district. A pond is created by using underground water flowing from nearby
subway station. Wetland plants such as cattail, dropwort, water-hyacinth are planted
to improve water quality and to fit the characteristics of natural environmental. Maybe
because of that, elm trees and oak trees are growing in the woods of willow and
reeds. Robust cicada, Nymphalidae and other numerous other birds are flying over
wildflowers such as elecampanes, speedwells and fleabances.
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Yeouido Saetgang
Ecological Park
a breath of
nature blown
into the center
of the city

Willow Cultural Zone _ The Willow Cultural
Zone located between the Seoulgyo and the
Pacheongyo is consisted of the Willow Plaza,
the Changpowon(pond), and the colony of
common reeds so that it is possible to observe
and experience a ecosystem of nature.
10 +11

Yeouido station
line No. 5

Yeouido Saetgang Eco-Park Saetgang station
line No. 9
yo

Studying and Experiencing Ecology Zone_
T h e St u d y i n g a n d E x p e r i e n c i n g Eco l o g y
Zone between the Yeouigyo(bridge) and the
Seoulgyo(bridge) is facilitated with a Eco waterway and a willow forest .

Subway _ get off at Daebang station line No. 1, get out through exit No.
6 and walk 900m in the direction of Yunjung Elementary school. Get off at
Yeouido station line No. 5 or 9, get out through exit No. 1, and walk 500m
in the direction of Gwangjang apt. Car _ use fee parking lots (named
seongmo, gwacheon) near Yeouido Saetgang.

uig

Near-by
places to
visit

Water purification zone & Wild flower garden _
in water purification zone between 63 Building
and Yeouigyo, various forms of swamps are
created to purify the water of Saetgang and to
create ecological generation base.

Ye o

Tip

●
The Yeouido Circumference Road is some
8㎞-long and is composed of bicycle paths of the
Yeouido Hangang Park and Saetgang Ecological Park.
Since it is not too long, the Yeouido Circumference
Road is ideal for families and couples to enjoy an outing.
Given bicycle tour of the Yeouido Circumference
Road takes 1 to 2 hours, even busy people of today
easily can go on a bicycle tour. There are 5 kinds of
bikes including tandems for couples (2 kinds), ones
for females, males and children. Hourly rate is 3,000
Korea won an hour for regular bicycles and 6,000
Korea won an hour for tandems. Rentals are available
from 9 a.m to 6 p.m and closing time varies according
to sunset time.

Yeouido Circumference Road

Blue.
eco-trip

●
The Bamseom (island) Ecosystem and Landscape Region for Conservation is
divided into 2 islands (Upper Bamseom and Lower Bamseom) by Seogangdaegyo
(bridge) and is a rare, even in the world, urban habitat for migratory birds. As many as
some 70 species (3,000 plus birds) flock in the island every year. The Bamseom (island)
Ecosystem and Landscape Region for Conservation where reeds, sand, gravels, mud,
etc exist harmoniously has an ideal condition to become a habit for both aquatic
plants and land animals. Thanks to this, many plants and animals worth protecting
inhabit here including endangered species such as hawks, been geese Baikal teals.
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Jamsil Fish Way,
a FisH-friendly
waterway

05

Bamseom (island)
Ecosystem
and Landscape
Region for
Conservation
the eternal nest
for migratory
birds

●
The Jamsil Fish Way where fish vigorously swim against the Hangang (river)
shows the current state of the ecosystem of the river. There are 31 species of fish
and 2 species of crustaceans in the fish way. It is used by fish species inhabiting only
in Korea such as Korean stripted bitterling, Korean spined biterling and oily shiner,
Korean oily shiner, Koreanslender gudgeon, etc. In addition, arc-shaped watching
stands, aquascopes, observatory decks are installed to help visitors watch fish going
up-stream.

Tip

Footbridge of Seogangdaegyo _ get off at Yeouinaru station line No. 5, get
out through exit No. 2 and walk for 20 minutes.
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Footbridge (downstream direction) of Mapodaegyo _ get off at Yeouinaru
station line No. 5, get out through exit No. 2 and walk for 20 minutes.
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Bamseom (island)

Seokchon Lake _ it is a man-made lake
located in Songpa-gu. It is a 10-minute
walk from the Jamsil Hangang Park and is
also called Songpanaru Park. This was the
place where Songpa Market was thriving
during latter part of Joseon Dynasty, was
well known from ‘songpa-san-dae-noli,’
a flok game. The trail along the shoreline
of the lake is a good place to spend a cozy
time.

Jamsil Nadeulmok

P a s s a g e (d o w n s t r e a m d i r e c t i o n) o f
Mapodaegyo _ the place from which upper
Bamseom (island) can be seen at a glance
and birds floating in the Hangang (river) in
the direction both of South and North.

Near-by
places to
visit

Subway _ get off at Seongnae station line No. 2, get out through exit No. 3 or 4, and
use Seongnae station interchange (400m), or get off at Sincheon station, get out
through exit No. 7 (700m) and use Seokchon interchange, or get off at Jamsil station
line No. 2 and 8, get out through exit No. 6 (800m), walk straight in the direction of
Jamsildaegyo, and enter. Car _ when coming in the direction of Hail IC, at 900m
from the end of Cheongdamdaegyo, drive in the direction of Jamsil Stadium and
use Sincheon interchange. When coming in the direction of the airport on Olympic
Expressway, at 190m after passing Jamsil Cheolgyo, drive in the direction of Jamsil
station, enter through park approach road located at 540m from Jamsil station, or use
parkway located at .5㎞ from Jamsildaegyo. (in the direction of the cruise dock)

Jam

og

Places
to view
Bamseom

Pedestrian of Seogangdaegyo _ upper
Bamseom (island) and part of lower
Bamseom (island) can be seen from the
upstream par t of the footbridge. The
surface around upper Bamseom and birds
in the island can be seen clearly. From the
downstream part of the footbridge, lush
willow colony and landscape of the lower
Bamseom (island)can be seen in detail.
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Tip

Nature Learning Field _ there visitors
can see indigenous flower species like
pasqueflowers, astilbe chinensis, mile-aminute weeds. Since different flowers are
flowers are planted in different sections,
it is interesting to look for particular
flowers. A lookout shed in the Nature
Learning Field gives comfort felt in the
countryside.

Olymp ic expres sway

Di re ct io n

of Ha il IC

Blue.
eco-trip
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●
Concrete revetments were removed to restore Amsa Ecological Park whose
edge naturally borders on water. It serves as a habitat for various creatures such
as colonies of reeds, common reeds and wild flowers such as tigrinum, fulva, etc.
Also, the zone is to be of use for learning the ecology since it is full of various plants
growing along the trail all year round.

Godeok
Restored
eCo-Park,

Amsa
Ecological Park

clean area in its
natural state

that took off manmade clothes and
put on natural
dress clothes
Near-by place to visit
Reed and common reed colony _ The roots of
existing reeds were taken from the Hangang
(river) and planted here to make them grow well.
Dry ecology is created in a common reed colony.
Thanks to this, various plants and insects inhabit
here such as dichotoma beauty berry, wild roses
and bridal wreath, andcoleptera, etc.
Subway _ get off at Cheonho station line No. 5 and 8, get out through exit No. 1 (500m): walk straight in the direction of Cheonhodaegyo, and use entry
staircases, or get off at Amsa station, get out through exit No. 4 (700m), and use Cheonho 2nd Sluicegate. Car _ When coming in the direction of Hail
Interchange on Olympic Expressway, pass Cheonhodaegyo, drive 2㎞ farther, exit in the direction of Hyundai Apt, pass through Amsa underpass (Olympic
Expressway underground sidewalk and roadway). When coming in the direction of the Airport on Olympic Expressway, pass Amsa prehistoric residential district,
and use access way 400m ahead.

14 +15

●
The Godeok Restored Eco-Park acting as a back marsh for the Hangang (river)
is an area with high ecological value since nature is preserved in its natural state. In
the restored park, many animals and plans live together harmoniously. The meadow is
full of blooming wild flower colonies such as impatiens nolitangere, aster helophyllus,
wild roses, and has many birds, insects and animals. such as kestrel, brown hawk-owl,
and Korean water deer, raccoons.

07

Near-by place to visit
Baby brier colony _ Baby briers are planted on
a 10,000㎡ land and their white flowers bloom
simultaneously in May, boasting a baby brier
festival every year. Baby brier vines growing
up to 2m in height serve as a great habitat for
many animals and plants within the ecological
restoration land.
Subway & bus _ Walk for about half an hour from exit No.3 of Godeok station, or get on community bus No. 2 or 5 at Amsa station or Myungil station and get off
at Gwangmoon high school, walk with Gwangmoon high school on the right-hand side, turn left in a 3-way intersection, make a right to a byway where a ‘Towoo’
restaurant sign is, walk across a village of vinyl greenhouses, pass through sluice gate and there is an entrance. Car _ Olympic Expressway in the direction of
Misari: enter the site of Gangdong-gu Food Recycling Center, which is 500m before Hail interchange Olympic Expressway in the direction of Gimpo Airport: enter
a safety zone on the right, which is 500m after Hail interchange.

●
The region for conservation
holds natural bank protection of
the riverside of the Hangang (river)
and is home to ecosystem of an
excellent river wetland. The wide
reed colony in the terrace land
provides wild birds such as great
reed warbler with comfor table
habitat, which indicates the place of
well-being for animals and plants.

●
T h e G o d e o k- d o n g Eco s y s te m
and Landscape Region For Conservation
located between Olympic Expressway
and the Hangang (river) is rarely visited
by ordinary people. It has nature in its
pristine state since it was designated
as development restriction zone, river
zone, Water Supply Source Protection
area. There are many species and large
number of dragonflies and butterflies and
migratory birds especially in east tributary.

Amsa-dong
Ecosystem and Landscape
Region For Conservation

Godeok-dong
Ecosystem and Landscape
Region For Conservation

白

white

白 means life

Enjoy Leisure in daily routine

Modern people repeating the same daily
routine might need an escape.
However, in reality
there is no room for it.
If you’ve been longing for a little break,
now, don’t worry.
Come to the Hangang,
you can enjoy various forms
of rest and cultural performances.
You can admire a rainbow created
by the Moonlight Rainbow Fountain.
Or you can enjoy a variety of cultural
performances on the Floating Stage
365 days a year.

Free yourself
from the routine
and have an
enjoyable time

Hangang (river) with its
night view and firework
festival provides
citizens with cultural
space.

>

> Various cultural

performances carried
out on and around the
Hangang (river) please
citizens’ eyes and ears.

White.
rest·culture complex

09

●
The Youth Square is located right at the heart of Nanji Hangang Park situated in
the middle of the Gayangdaegyo(bridge) and the Seongsandaegyo(bridge). There are
many events and contests held and many wonderful sculptures, which make Youth
Square the right place for friends to take a walk or for a date. Also, a flower garden is
installed, featuring seasonally changes in petal. Visitors never stop visiting the Square.

The Floating Stage
is a performance
arena where
culture and
arts flow

08

Youth Square
overflowing
with the smell
of nature

Subway _ get off at Daebang station line No. 6, get out through exit No. 6 and walk 900m in the direction of Yunjoong elementary school, or get off at Yeouido
station line No. 5 and 9, get out through exit No. 1 and walk 500m in the direction of Kwangjang Apt. Car _ when coming on Olympic Expressway in the dirction
of Jamsil, enter Yeouido in the direction of Noryangjin Fish Market, and use the parking lot of 63 Building. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction
of the airport, pass Hangangcheolgyo, and enter in front of 63 Building.

facility use information
Mirror Fountain Running time _ 40 minutes
Weekday (time) 12, 14, 19, 20 o’clock
Weekend (time) 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 o’clock
(Peak season plus 18→21 o’clock))
Riverside Swimmingpool Fountain Running
time _ 40 minutes (until the end of September)
Time: 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 o’clock
(week days and weekends)
Subway _ Get off at Mapogu office station Line No. 6, get out through exit No. 7, walk into a path along Hongje Stream, and walk 1.3㎞ to the Hangang (river)
Get off at Worldcup Stadium station and get out through exit No. 1. Car _ when coming in the direction of Worldcup Stadium, use Ilsan-bound Gangbyeonbukro
Expressway, pass Seongsandaegyo, proceed 3㎞ before entering underpass. When coming in the direction of the airport on Olympic expressway, drive on
Gayangdaegyo, use the approach road located 5oom in the direction of Seongsandaegyo.

●
When not in operation, the
Mirror Fountain in the Nanji Hangang
Park is used as a Mirror Pond. The
Fountain whose diameter is 60m can
the create columns of water as high
as 30m, giving spectators a refreshing
feeling, creating some 10 kinds of
shapes harmonized with music. Music
Fountain in the riverside the pool
creates a total of 100m water columns
in time differential display, which is
harmonized with multi-system fountain
show.

Mirror Fountain·Riverside
Swimmingpool Fountain
18 +19

●
The Floating Stage located in the Yeouido Hangang Park is a versatile resting
area and culture experience arena on the Hangang (river), drawing people’s attention.
It is the world’s first open-close up stage on the surface of water. The area of the stage
is 562㎡. There are 200 indoor seats and a outdoor stand with a capacity of 2,200 The
shape of the stage is a water drop ascending from the water and is harmonized with
the landscape of the Hangang. Music fountain show, in which people dance to music,
is regularly performed on a daily basis, giving enjoyable time to citizens.

cascade
making
your heart
refreshed

10

Near-by places to visit
Piano Waterway _ it is an access way with water
depth of 20㎝ to 30㎝ and is located along the
road between Yeouinaru station and cascade. It
is a miniature of the 41.5㎞ long Hangang (river),
attracting people’s attention. A walk beside
Piano Waterway shows a pattern representing
the bridges over the river and tourist attractions
of each Hangang Park.

●
Reborn as a new attraction of the Yeouido Hangang Park, the Cascade creates
refreshing view because it stretches out in the shape of a small waterfall. The shallow
depth of 30㎝ allows children to play in it. This is a place where everybody can have a
good time. Water from the foundation at Water Light Square that refreshes one’s mind
lasts 50 minutes, making it a place worth visiting during summer.

White.
rest·culture complex

●
The Moonlight Rainbow Fountain which is located in the Banpo Hangang
Park uses 380 nozzles to let out the water taken from the Hangang (river) as much as
190 tons a minute back to the Hangang. In 2008, the Moonlight Rainbow Fountain
made its way into the Guinness World Records as the world’s longest bridge fountain.
During the day, it creates with its falling water more than 100 shapes including the
willow leaves and willow branches. At night, it produces flowery night view aided by
music and lighting.

11

Floating Island
blossoming
flowers on
the Hangang

12

Moonlight
Rainbow Fountain
showing a
hundred
different faces

●
The Floating Island located on the Hangang (river) south of the Dongjakdaegyo
is composed of 3 man-made islands harmonized with each other under the theme of
flowers of the Hangang. The Floating Island where many different art performances
and exhibitions will be held carries out many functions such as culture-driven leisure
activities, daily sports, festivals and etc. LED is installed around Floating Island to
create a night view by embodying ‘a lamp in fog.’

facility use information
Running time _ 20 minutes
Weekday 12, 14, 16, 20, 21 o’clock
(peak season plus 18 o’clock)
Weekends 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21 o’clock
(peak season plus 19, 22 o’clock)

Improved walking environment in Jamsugyo
_ 2 out of 4 lanes of the Jamsugyo turned into
pedestrian path and bicycle trail, 7 terrace-style
decks were installed to let visitors observe the
Hangang (river).

Ban po Nad eulm ok

Olympic expressw ay

ok
Jam sugy o Nad eulm

20 +21

Moonlight Rainbow Fountain
Banpo Information Center
Nadeulmok

A trail along downstream of Banpo stream
_ it is a large-scale super luxury meadow area
created along the riverside of the Banpo stream
downstream beside the Dongjakdaekyo. Visitors
can walk on the trail made in the middle of
common cosmos colony, get rid of their fatigue by
watching slowly flowing the Hangang (river), and
enjoy taking time off and relaxing by sitting on a
swing.

Subway and bus _ 3get off at Express bus terminal station line No. 3
and 7, get out through exit No. 8-1, 8-2 and transfer to shuttle 8401, or
get off at Dongjak station line No. 4, get out through exit No. 1 and 2,
and walk 1㎞ to the Han River Park, or get off at Samgagji station line
No. 4, and transfer to shuttle 8401 in front of Joint Chief of Staff. Car _
when coming on the Olympic Expressway in the direction of the airport,
at a point (upstream) 500m after passing Hannamdaegyo, or at a point
(downstream) 150m after passing Banpodaegyo.

●
The Media Art Gallery near
the Floating Island is the world’s first
digital moving gallery. The movable
Media Art Gallery is composed of 5
LED screens, displaying convergence
of digital media culture and art.
When they get moved, the walls
used as a gallery transform into a
surface stage and LED screen.

o

Near-by
places to
visit

Moonlight Square _ mounds and river stands are
installed in the riverside south of Jamsugyo so
that citizens can see not only the Hangang (river)
view such as the fountain show but also the Mt.
Nam view such as the Seoul N. Tower.

Ba np od ae gy

Tip

Media Art Gallery

White.
rest·culture complex

●
The J-bug established as a main attraction of the Ttukseom Hangang Park,
is an observatory and culture complex, It is a long cylinder shaped structure just as
larva of geometridae. It is a 4 story building with the gross area of 2,476㎡ and can
accommodate some 700 visitors. There are an observatory, an outdoor exhibition hall,
a resting place for citizens, a performance stage, restaurants, and cafes.

Observatory
culture complex
J-Bug,
citizens’open
cultural space

14

●
The Huge Ttukseom Waterside Square (32,530㎡) has a gentle slope toward
waterside to allow for viewing the Hangang (river). Variety of cultural activities such as
large-scale cultural events, outdoor performance and running movies are carried out,
it is getting more popular as a resting area and a venue for cultural performance.

Waterside Square
embracing
waterside
of the Hangang
in our arms

13

Near-by places to visit
Four-season swimming pool _ it is used as
cafeteria in spring and fall, as swimming pool in
summer, snow sledge field in winter.
Naum (for charity) flea market _ from noon to 4
p.m every Saturday, sharing market place opens
where citizens can participate.
Subway _ get off at Ttukseom station line No. 7, get out through exit No. 2 and 3, or get off at Geonkuk University station and get out through exit No.3. Car _
when coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Guri, use access way into the park right after passing Yeongdongdaegyo When coming on Gangbyeonbukro
in the direction of Ilsan, pass cheongdamdaegyo, at the northern tip of Yeongdongdaegyo proceed to Gunjagyo and Seongsu intersection, make a right When
coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Ilsan, pass Cheongdamdaegyo, proceed to Gunjagyo and seongsu intersection after passing Cheongdamdaegyo,
on Ttukseomgil make a right toward Sinyang elementary school and make a right again at an intersection in front of Singyang elementary, enter through Noyou
interchange.

Third and four th f loors _ Korean
restaurants and cafes are located to
make it possible for citizens to enjoy rest

22+23

Byeokcheon
Fountain Plaza

Observatory &
culture complex

md ae gy o

Ttukseom Yoowonji
station

Ch eo ng da

ae gy o

Head _ the complete view of Ttukseom
Hangang Park is seen with cool wind.

No you Na deu
lmo k

Main body _ visitors can view media art
works at the Seoul Calligraphy Gallery
and admire the view of the Hangang
(r i v e r) i n a r e s t i n g a r e a . A u n i q u e
bench symbolizing of the waves of the
Hangang catches the eyes of visitors.

Subway _ get off at Ttukseom Yoowonji station line No. 7 and get out through exit
No.3, which is linked to Floating Island. Car _ when coming on Gangbyeonbukro
in the direction of Guri, pass Yeongdongdaegyo, proceed in the direction of
Ttukseom Yoowonji. When coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Ilsan, pass
Cheongdamdaegyo, proceed to Gunjagyo and seongsu intersection after passing
Cheongdamdaegyo, on Ttukseomgil make a right toward Sinyang elementary school
and make a right again at an intersection in front of Singyang elementary, enter
through Noyou interchange.
n
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k
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facility
use
information

2st floor passage way _ visitors can see
artifacts for exhibition and the Hangang
(river) promotion hall.

Ye on gd on gd

Tip

swimming pool

●
The Music Fountain (30m in
diameter and 15m in height) located
at the back of a waterside stage is
connected right to the waterside
square. Through individual nozzles
placed in the shape of stars, lively
a n d co l o r f u l f o u nt ain sh ow is
performed to music to make fog
fountain, sharp fountain, swing, etc.

Music Fountain
Running time _ 12, 14, 19, 20 o'clock (on weekdays)
12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21 o'clock
(on weekends for 40 minutes each time)

赤

Red

赤 means passion

Enjoying passionate leports in the Hangang

Now, you don’t need to merely look
at the Hangang.
A variety of experiences are
waiting for you to move
your whole body.
Familise can ride a bicycle together
in a Bicycle Theme Park
Citizens can also windsurf and sail
a yacht in the Hangang.
There are various kinds of
leports you can enjoy right here
in the Hangang.

Passion blossoms
a flower in the
riverside

Gwangnaru Bicycle
Theme Park with 10 rail
bikes is an ideal place
for family outing.

>

> To ride a bike by passing
through blowing wind
along the bicycle path
in the Hangang Park is
so pleasing that it is
beyond description.

Red.
Leisuresports

●
The Nanji Camping Ground located in the Nanji Hangang Park is attractive
in that people can enjoy camping within a city without going out to faraway from
the seoul. The Nanji Camping Ground is a 21st century style camping site that offers
beautiful view of the Hangang (river) and boasts modern facilities. It was enlarged
from 21,000㎡ to 26,000㎡ and can accommodate as many as 970 campers. Those
who wish to use this site have to pay 3,750 Korean won a person. However, it is the
only place area where cooking and camping are allowed by the Hangang (river) Here,
campers can easily camp by renting a kitchen counter, cooking facilities, barbecue
grill, etc.
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●
Connected right on to the Hangang (river), The Nanji Riverside Swimming Pool
is the first artificial water play area completed with beautiful landscape, the Music
Fountain dancing to rhythmical music, and sand playground. It is 140m in length,
7,040㎡ in area and 80㎝ in depth. Here adults can reminisce about the good old days
and children can have new nature-friendly experience. For a meticulous water quality
management, the pool is equipped with a same water quality purification facility that
is used to clean the tap water of the city of Seoul.

Nanji Riverside
SWiMMING POOL
bringing up OLD
memories of
splashing water

The Nanji
Camping Ground
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provides
the highlight
of outdoor
camping

Subway _ Get off at Mapogu office station Line No. 6, get out through exit No. 7, walk into a path along Hongje Stream, and walk 1.3㎞ to the Han River Get
off at Worldcup Stadium station and get out through exit No. 1. Car _ when coming in the direction of Worldcup Stadium, use Ilsan-bound Gangbyeonbukro
expressway, pass Seongsan Bridge, proceed 3㎞ before entering underpass. When coming in the direction of the airport on Olympic expressway, drive on Gayang
Bridge, use the approach road located 5oom in the direction of Seongsan Bridge.

Tip
Near-by
places to
visit

Nanji Ecological Wetland _ some 50 species (over
200,000 kinds of) aquatic plants and flowering
plants are planted in the Nanji Ecological Wetland,
total area of 57,60 0㎡. The Nanji Ecological
Wetland where wild animals and insects live is
utilized as eco-experience study field.

26 +27

Center Conne cting Bridge

Nanji Ball Park _ with 98m×122m size, it is a
natural grass ballpark that meets international
standards. It is a very rare ballpark in that it is
located in the waterside of the river to provide
wide open view of the Hangang (river) and at the
same time allows people to enjoy exercise.

Under pass

In-the-Middle Bridge _ it links the Noeul and the
Haneul Park of the World Cup Park, the Peace Park,
and the Nanji Hangang Park so that citizens can
have an easy access to them.

Subway _ Get off at Mapogu office station Line No. 6, get out through exit
No. 7, walk into a path along Hongje Stream, and walk 1.3㎞ to the Han
River Get off at Worldcup Stadium station and get out through exit No. 1.
Car _ when coming in the direction of Worldcup Stadium, use Ilsanbound Gangbyeonbukro expressway, pass Seongsan Bridge, proceed 3㎞
before entering underpass. When coming in the direction of the airport
on Olympic expressway, drive on Gayang Bridge, use the approach road
located 5oom in the direction of Seongsan Bridge.

Gangbyeon Expressway
To Ilsan

Nanji Camping Ground provides

●
The MTB Course at the
Bicycle Theme Park is very popular
among MTB clubs. The MTB Course
is 4m in width and 450m in length
and is the first one that is installed
on the ground with cur ves and
inclines found in a mountain. There
are 7 kinds of obstacles installed
in the course such as jump board,
mound, a single wooden path on
top of a seesaw, bumpy natural
gravel path, a slalom and wooden
stairs.

To the Worldcup Stadium

MTB Course
baseball park

MTB course, extreme course _ 50,000won/every four hours per day if exclusive use by more than one person free if non-exclusive use
Unique bicycle course _ 1,000 won / one time (for 20 minutes), children under 6 are free

Red.
Leisuresports

●
For the first time in Korea, the Yacht Marina to be built in the Hangang Park
near the National Assembly in Yeouido will be located in a urban waterside area.
The mooring to anchor boats will cover 14,600㎡ on the river and 3,020㎡ on land
and accommodate around 90 yachts. In addition, the Club House will be utilized as a
comprehensive cultural space that can hold cultural and exhibition events.

18

Yacht Marina,
time to EnJoy
through
cool river Breeze

●
The Sports Climbing Ground for professional rock-climbers and citizens is
located in the Ttukseom Hangang Park. It is 40m in width and 5m to 15m in height.
All climbers from beginners to professionals can choose a course suitable for them
and can enjoy a thrill. Besides, there are a few more facilities to enjoy rest and leports
at the same time such as 3,600㎡ Byeokcheon Fountain boasting cool and refreshing
water, the X-game Booth, and the Lawn Square.

sports climbing

17

giving adrenalinecharged experience

Near-by place to visit
X-game booth _ 4,800㎡ X-game booth has 7
facilities for beginning level and 6 facilities for
intermediate level, and is scheduled to host
various international competitions. Thanks to
this, the base of extreme sports is expected to
expand.
Subway _ get off at Daebang station line No. 6, get out through exit No. 6 and walk 900m in the direction of Yunjoong elementary school, or get off at Yeouido
station line No. 5 and 9, get out through exit No. 1 and walk 500m in the direction of Kwangjang Apt. Car _ when coming on Olympic Expressway in the dirction
of Jamsil, enter Yeouido in the direction of Noryangjin Fish Market, and use the parking lot of 63 Building. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction
of the airport, pass Hangangcheolgyo, and enter in front of 63 Building.

●
I t i s J a mwo n a n d N a nj i
Hangang Park where people can
e nj oy y a c ht s i n t h e H a n g a n g
(river). To reject the stereotype
that only privileged some can sail
a yacht, programs are run to let
anyone experience yacht. After
completing a 4-hour theory sailing
and simulation education, course
people can practice riding on a
dinghy yacht.

Yacht Club

Subway _ get off at Ttukseom Yoowonji station line No. 7 and get out through exit No.3, which is linked to Floating Island. Car _ when coming on
Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Guri, pass Yeongdongdaegyo, proceed in the direction of Ttukseom Yoowonji. When coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the
direction of Ilsan, pass Cheongdamdaegyo, proceed to Gunjagyo and seongsu intersection after passing Cheongdamdaegyo, on Ttukseomgil make a right toward
Sinyang elementary school and make a right again at an intersection in front of Singyang elementary, enter through Noyou interchange.

●
It is thrilling just to watch
windsurfing in which someone
on a board speeds on the surface,
creating white water bubbles.
Citizens can enjoy windsurfing in
a windsurfing area located in the
Ttukseom Hangang Park. There
are some 50 sp or t s clubs and
the park is known as a Mecca for
windsurfing. Various programs
are in operation so that ordinary
citizens can experience windsurfing
easily.

Windsurfing
28 +29

Red.
Leisuresports

●
The Hangang Crossing Rafting place located in the Ichon Hangang Park
operates rafting programs for anyone to vigorously cut through the river. It is an ideal
place for teamwork training for individuals, collegues, students and communities. This
place is also good to train adolescents for sense of community to uplift their morale.

Hangang Crossing
Rafting Place
offering
a sensation of
refreshment of
cutting through
water

Bicycle
theme park
where a variety
of unique
bicycles are

Near-by places to visit

●
The Bicycle Theme Park in the Gwangnaru Hangang Park is not a run-of-themill place to ride a bike. The theme park the area of 124,000㎡ that can accommodate
as many as 37, 500 people is a place where people can experience unique bicycles.
There are bicycles that go sideways and ones with a toilet attached. There are rail
bikes, a playground for children and a bicycle training place where people can actually
ride these unique bicycles. In the bicycle racing arena, there are many bicycle racing
programs are run so that bike fans experience something novel.

Subway _ get off at Ichon station line No. 1 and 4, get out through exit No. 4 (500m), walk 1km in the direction of Yongsan station, Sinyongsan station, and
Handaegyo. Car _ when coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Walker Hill Hotel, use access way 20m from the end of Hangangcheolgyo, or use access
way 1.5㎞ from the end of Hangangcheolgyo. When coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Nanjido, use seobinggo interchange located 200m in front of
Dongjakdaegyo.

●
There are 2 different tracks in a
inline skate link in the Ichon Hangang
Park. 400m road track is composed of
fine concrete and 200m-bank track is
made up of urethane. Thanks to the
tracks, inline skaters get a kick out of
speeding. This is why the inline link
is full of inline skate club members
during weekdays, not to mention
weekends.

Bicycle racing arena _ its area is 9,300㎡, 6m
to 8m in width, 2.5m to 4m in height, 370m
in length. Everyone from ordinary people to
hard core fans can use the racing arena.
Unique bicycle arena _ there are 74 units
of 36 kinds unique bicycles including one
that goes sideways, motor bicycle, windpowered bicycle, a bicycle that a couple can
ride facing each other, etc.
Bicycle training arena for children _ it is a
place where children can learn how to ride a
bike and ride it. Safety education is given in
various bicycle riding courses.

Subway _ get off at Cheonho station line No. 5 and 8, get out through exit No. 1
(500), walk straight in the direction of Cheonhodaegyo and use access stairways,
or get off at Amsa station line No.8, get off through exit No. 4 (700) and use
Cheonho 2nd Sluicegate. Car _ when coming on Olympic Expressway in the
dcirection of Hail interchange, at a point 2㎞ from the end of Cheonhodaegyo,
get off the expressway, proceed in the direction of Hyundai Apt, and use Amsa
underground path (Olympic Expressway underground sidewalk and roadway).
When coming on the Olympic Expressway in the direction of the airport, pass
Amsa prehistoric residential district, and use access way 400m ahead.

Bicycle theme park

Olympic expressway
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Rail bike _ rail bikes are so popular that
people have to stand in line to ride them on
weekends. There are a 720m rail installed
and 10 rail bikes to ride.
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Inline Skate Link

Tip

Gwangjingy o

A trail in the Ichon Hangang Park _ walk in the
downstream direction from the northern end
of the Banpodaegyo, you can meet a trail with
hometown atmosphere, which makes people in
urban area homesick.

Cheonhodae gyo
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黑

Black

黑 meaning wisdom of human beings

Finding beauty hidden at the river

It is not true that nothing is to
be seen in the dark.
Rather, there are things whose beauty
shines more brightly because it is dark.
The same is true of the time
in the Hangang.
It is good to enjoy in the River View
8th Street cultural performances or
night view of the Hangang.
During the day, it is also good to view
migratory birds in the Bamseom
and feel the vitality of nature.

Discover the beauty
hidden along
the water river

Seonyudo observatory
deck where people can
see the landscape of the
Hangang(river) at
a glance is getting popular
as the rest area for Seoul
citizens.

>

> In admiring urban night

view, there’s nothing like
observatory rest areas on
Hangang(river) bridges.

Black.
HangangLandscapes

●
The Observatory deck linking the Seonyudo Hangang Park and Seonyudo(island)
is a large rest area from which the Hangang(river), Bukhansan(mountain), the Hanuel
Park of the World Cup Park, the World Cup Stadium and the World Cup Fountain can
be seen at a glance, and has become an attraction that families and couples visit. The
Arch-shaped Seonyugyo(bridge) is the first pedestrian only bridge linking waterside of
the Hangang and the Seonyudo. And it is the first structure to be built with Ductdal, a
new kind of concrete, in the world.
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Cafe Aritawoom
Seonyu and
Yanghwa
two paperfolded cranes
Perching on

22

Seonyudo
observatory deck,
Beauty of
the Hangang
at a glance

Cafe Aritawoom Yanghwa
Subway _ Get off at Dangsan station line No.2, get out through exit No.4
and walk 15 minutes. Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway in the
direction of Jamisl, at a point 100m from the end of Seongsandaegyo,
proceed to right lane and use Seongsan interchange. When coming on
Olympic Expressway in the direction the airport, pass both access way
under DangsanCheolgyo and Yanghwadaegyo, and use use access way
located at 1.5㎞ from the end of Yagnhwadaegyo.
Cafe Aritawoom Seonyu
Subway _ Get off at Seoyudo station line No.9, get out through exit No.3
and walk 15 minutes. Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway in
the direction of Jamsil, use right lane from under Seongsandaegyo, and
make a left. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction of the
airport, at a point 1㎞ from the end of Yanghwadaegyo, proceed in the
direction of Yanghwa Han River Park Seonyudo.
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Cafeteria (Naru)

●
Befitting their name, the cafe Gureum(Cloud) and the Noeul(Sunsetglow) are
the highest observatory and rest areas on the Hangang(river) bridges. Cafe Noeul
and Cafe Gurum(facing each other) are separated by the Dongjakdaegyo(bridge). It’s
a magnificent sight when Cafe Noeul is in the evening sun. There are constellation
lightings and blue lightings one after one in the ceiling of the Cafe Noeul in perfect
harmonization with the view of the Hangang.

Gureum AND
Noeul cafes
showing
the essence of
night view of
the Hangang
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Seonyudo
observatory deck

Se on yu gy o

Environment-friendly water play place
_ It is a natural waterfront space using
purified water from the water purification
garden. There the depth of water is less
than 15㎝ so children can enjoy playing in
it. There are sand fields where children can
play with sand and wooden flat benches
where children dry their body after playing
in the water.

Subway _ Get off at Dangsan station line No.2, and get out through exit No.
1, or get off at Dangsan station line No.9, get out through exit No. 13, get
on the 5714 bus and get off at the main gate of Seonyudo Han River Park.
Get off at Habjeong station line No.2 and 6, get out through exit No.9, get
on the 5714 bus and get off at the main gate of Seonyudo Han River Park.
Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction of Jamsil, use right
lane from under Seongsandaegyo, and make a left. When coming on Olympic
Expressway in the direction of the airport, at a point 1㎞ from the end of
Yanghwadaegyo, proceed in the direction of Yanghwa Han River Park Seonyudo.

Yanghwadae gyo

Near-by
places to
visit

Theme botanical garden _ the old water
treatment facilit y was turned into the
current aquatic botanical garden where
people can see water purification process
by aquatic plants. The botanical garden is
used as education facility because visitors
can see with their own eyes various aquatic
plants such as water lily, Gracilist yla,
elecampanes, etc.

M

Tip

3 4 +35

●
The Cafe Aritawoom(beauty) Seonyu and The Cafe Aritawoom Yanghwa
located at the southern end are the structures putting emphasis on horizontality and
harmonization of the bridge. Elevators are installed to enhance convenience. The
head this structure looking like a paper-folded crane acts as streetlight, from which
Seoyudo Hangang Park and Seongsan Daeyo can be seen.

Subway _ Get off at Dongjak station line No.4, get out through exit No.1,
and walk 3 minutes. Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway in the
direction of the airport, 500m after passing Hannamdaegyo (upstream),
150m after passing Banpodaegyo. (downstream)

Black.
HangangLandscapes
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Cafe Rainbow
twinkling
in the night sky
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Cafe Rainbow located on the Hannamdaegyo (bridge) was created with the
theme of bicycle. Thanks to bicycle-friendly ‘housing bicycle observatory’ that gives
an easy access with a bicycle riders can use the cafe without worrying about their
bike being stolen. Riders can fill their empty stomach after working out on a bike with
cookies, nacho chips and muffins.
●

Subway _ Get off at Sinsa station (1km) line No.3, get out through exit
No.4, or get off at Nonhyeon station line No.7, get out through exit No. 6
and 7, and transfer to bus. Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway
in the direction of Jamsil, pass Banpodaegyo from Yeouido, drive on
the 4th land in the direction of Gangnamdaero, make a right at the first
intersection, or make a right infront of building 337 of 18th Sinbanpo Apt
complextoenter. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction of
the airport, enter elevated ramp in the direction of Gangnamdaero from
a ramp at the southern end of the Hannamdaegyo (bridge), make a right
from right lane, drive 50m, make another right turn, make a right in front
of 337 building of Sinbanpo 18th Apt complexand enter.

River View
8th Street
cultural space
pleasing
your eyes and
ears

The River View Bom (spring) located on the Jamsildaegyo (bridge) is a woman
and family friendly cultural space complete with the observatory and room for
exhibition. It has a wide-open view to overlook the Hangang (river) and Mt. Nam.
The observatory and rest area is a 4 story building. There are stairways from the first
and second floor to reach riverside under the Jamsildaegyo and elevators for visitors’
convenience.
●

●
People continuously visit the River View 8th Street ,the exhibit and performance
space on the Gwangjingyo (bridge). River View 8th Street is an unusual observatory
underneath the Gwangjingyo and a cultural space where performances with various
the music such as jazz, classic, and etc are carried out, and art exhibition, reading
books, and, etc are possible. The view of the Hangang (river) from the River View 8th
Street is so amazing that beholders exclaim and have their mind refreshed.

River View Bom
full of spring
scent all year
round

Subway _ Get off at Gwangnaru station line No. 5, get out through exit
No.2, and walk 15 minutes, or get off at Cheonho station line No.5, get out
through exit No. 2, and walk 15 minutes. Car _ When coming on Olympic
Expressway in the direction of Hail interchange, pass Cheonhodaegyo,
drive 2㎞ farther, exit in the direction of Hyundai Apt, pass through Amsa
underpass. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction of the
airport, pass Amsa prehistoric residential district, and use access way
400m ahead.

Gangbyeondolgil (Trail)_ In the ecological park
created in a wide Gwangnaru riverside (162,000
㎡) after removing concrete, there is a walking
trail more than 1km-long. Here, spot-billed ducks,
bean geese, winter wrens are observed.
Amsa prehistoric residential district _ out of all
areas around the Hangang basin, this place has
the clearest vestiges of human dwelling since
the New Stone Age. Jeulmun pottery, patternless
earthenware and stone implements some 6,000
years ago were excavated here.

Olympic expressway
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Subway _ Get off at Jamsil station line No.2, get out through exit No.7,
and walk straight to the entry of Jamsildaegyo. Car _ When coming on
Olympic Expressway in the direction of Hail interchange, at a point 900m
after passing Cheongdaegyo, proceed in the direction of Jamsil Stadium
Complex and use Sincheon interchange. When coming on the Olympic
Expressway in the direction of the airport, at a point 190m after passing
Jamsicheolgyo, proceed in the direction of Jamsil station, drive 540m, use
entry to the park, or pass Jamsildaegyo and use parkway located 1.5㎞
from Jamsidaegyo.

RiverView
8thStreet
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Near-by
places to
visit

Gwangjingyo _ it links with Cheonho-dong,
Gangdong-gu to the south and Gwangjangdong, Gwangin-gu to the north. It is a pedestrianfriendly bridge so people find it easy to walk on
the bridge. Like its nickname ‘Good-To-Walkon Bridge,’ it is pleasant to take a walk on the
Gwangjingyo.

Gwangjingy o
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Tip

黃

Yellow

黃 means soil

Feeling nature by stepping on the ground

Now, you can feel refreshed with walking
by full blooming rape flowers right here in
the city of seoul,
without going to the Jeju Island
In spring you can go for a walk
in the Hangang Parks or watch yellow rape
flowers in Seoraeseom (island).
In fall, you can take a walk on Reed Wind
Way and Common Reed Way.
And make precious memories
with your family, lover and friends.

Walk along
the Hangang
with conversing
with nature,

a best companion

When spring comes,
Seoraeseom as a rest
area for citizens is
popular because of
yellow rape flowers in
full bloom.

>

> In fall, you can walk on
Reed Wind Way to see
the magnificent view of
golden waves covering
the whole city.

Yellow.
Walk

●
It was created after removing concrete revetments. Given other grasslands
were small and narrow, it has overcome the limits of a grassland in a park. Since it is
connected with the Nanji Ecological Wetland, it is a relatively long strip of grassland
with some sections having sand banks accumulated, and some having growing reeds.

28

Nanji Riverside
Grassland
where the texture
of natural wind
is felt

Common Reed Way
along the Han
River with strong
grass smell
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Subway _ Get off at Mapogu office station Line No. 6, get out through exit No. 7, walk into a path along Hongje Stream, and walk 1.3㎞ to the Han River Get
off at Worldcup Stadium station and get out through exit No. 1. Car _ when coming in the direction of Worldcup Stadium, use Ilsan-bound Gangbyeonbukro
expressway, pass Seongsan Bridge, proceed 3㎞ before entering underpass. When coming in the direction of the airport on Olympic expressway, drive on Gayang
Bridge, use the approach road located 5oom in the direction of Seongsan Bridge.

Subway _ Get off at Dangsan station line No.2, and get out through exit No. 1, or get off at Dangsan station line No.9, get out through exit No. 13, get on the
5714 bus and get off at the main gate of Seonyudo Han River Park. Get off at Habjeong station line No.2 and 6, get out through exit No.9, get on the 5714 bus
and get off at the main gate of Seonyudo Han River Park. Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction of Jamsil, use right lane from under
Seongsandaegyo, and make a left. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction of the airport, at a point 1km from the end of Yanghwadaegyo, proceed
in the direction of Yanghwa Han River Park Seonyudo.

●
Reed Wind Way has been
renovated to serve as a rest area
for citizens. It is 1.7㎞ section from
the Nanji Riverside Swimming Pool
to ecological wetland. It is the best
place where families and couples
can walk and feel autumn. With the
Hangang (river) and willow forest on
both sides, you can walk and hear
songs of birds and grass worms.
When the sun rises and sets, it is as
beautiful as a scene in a movie.

●
The Garden of Time in
the Seonyudo Hangang Park is
composed of 8 small spaces that
were remodeled from the depositing
basin of a huge filtration plant. With
the walls and crossbeams of the
filtration plant remaining, various
trees and plants such as Japanese
maple, fulva, rhvnchophvlla are
growing, filling up the empty space.
In contrast with old structure, the
force of green vitality growing on to
the concrete is breath-taking.

Reed Wind Way

Garden of Time
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●
While walking under Seonyugyo (bridge) in the Yanghwa Hangang Park, you
are encounter-ed with 500m-long way lush with common reeds near the river. The
colony of white common reeds as tall as people exists. Those reeds grow in and gaps
between rocks and the ground on the riverside. This colony, along with the Rainbow
Bridge creates rather unusual and different feelings.

Yellow.
Walk

●
The Seoraeseom (Island) located between the Banpodaegyo (bridge)
and Dongjakdaegyo (bridge) is an artificial island created over the course of the
construction of the Olympic Expressway and Comprehensive Hangang Development
from 1982 to 1986. In the past it was a common island. Today, it is linked with 3
bridges and is a part of the Banpo Hangang Park. When looked from outside,
Seoraeseom (Island) is lined with weeping willow trees with geese floating on the
river, and crucian carp and carp swimming in the river. Rape flowers come into full
bloom in spring. In summer, it is full of sunflowers and buckwheat.

Seoraeseom
(island)
where different
landscape unfolds
every season

30

Ttukseom Nature
Study garden

29

where
the fragrance
of flowers
gentlely spread
●
The Ttukseom Nature Study Garden is a very nice place for citizens to take a
walk since it has many species of plants growing. ‘Lover’s Path’ (path in the woods)
and ‘Rose Garden’ (european garden) are famous. There is a 500m-long path in a lush
woods of 23,100㎡. The Rose Garden is located at the end of the path. If citizens visit
before November when roses prepare for winter, they can see 40 kinds of roses and a
tunnel of roses.

Banpo Information
Center Nadeulmok

Arboretum _ small paths exist in a lush of trees.
Here, visitors feel refreshed because of 37,000 trees
and plants(210 species) such as woody plants,
herbaceous ornamental, perennial plants, etc.

dae

gyo

Ttukseom Yoowonji
station

dam

Four Seasons Swimming Pool _ It is an open
facility all year round and welcomes visitors as a
cafeteria in spring and fall, as a swimming pool and
a wave pool in summer, and as a snow sled field in
winter.

ong

Music Fountain _ It is 30m in diameter and
15m in height and borders on the Waterside
Fountain. This makes it possible for visitors to
watch lively fountain show to music.

swimming pool
Waterside Square

Jayang
Nadeu lmok

ssw ay
Oly mp ic Ex pre

Near-by
places to
visit

Subway _ get off at Ttukseom Yoowonji station line No. 7 and get
out through exit No.3, which is linked to Floating Island. Car _
when coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Guri, pass
Yeongdongdaegyo, proceed in the direction of Ttukseom Yoowonji.
When coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction of Ilsan, pass
Cheongdamdaegyo, proceed to Gunjagyo and seongsu intersection after
passing Cheongdamdaegyo, on Ttukseomgil make a right toward Sinyang
elementary school and make a right again at an intersection in front of
Singyang elementary, enter through Noyou interchange.

Ttukse om
Nadeu lmok
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Seoraeseom

S e o ra
es
nadeu eom
lm o k

Moonlight Rainbow Fountain playing requested
songs _ For those who want to pop the question
specially and romantically, this is the best way to
make a romantic proposal of marriage. Requested
songs and stories are collected and they are
released (songs are played and stories are told)
publically on a desired date along with the
Moonlight Rainbow Fountain show.

Subway and bus _ 3get off at Express bus terminal station line No. 3
and 7, get out through exit No. 8-1, 8-2 and transfer to shuttle 8401, or
get off at Dongjak station line No. 4, get out through exit No. 1 and 2,
and walk 1km to the Han River Park, or get off at Samgagji station line
No. 4, and transfer to shuttle 8401 in front of Joint Chief of Staff. Car _
when coming on the Olympic Expressway in the direction of the airport,
at a point (upstream) 500m after passing Hannamdaegyo, or at a point
(downstream) 150m after passing Banpodaegyo.

ae gy o

Festivals
guide

Butterfly and Rape Flower Festival _ When
spring comes, a butterfly and rape flower festival
is held in Seoraeseom (island). During the festival,
visitors can walk on a yellow flower path, have
their pictures taken in the photo zone, and watch
a family theme musical and a romantic concert
performed on the water. On the stage installed on
the water, diverse performances are shown.

Ba np od

Tip

Waterside Square _ Gentle slope of the square
toward the river gives a b et ter view of the
Hangang. The square is used for diverse purposes
such as a venue for cultural events and outdoor
performance.

Che

Tip

The Ttukseom
Nature Study Garden
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The Hangang flowing through the heart of Seoul is a symbolic place where our ancestors’ taste
for the arts and joy and sorrow are contained. The Hangang has always been at the center of the
history of the Korean Peninsula from Weryeseong, the capital of Bakjae, to Hanyang, the capital
of Joseon to today’s Seoul, the capital a Korea. As such, the Hangang that has been with us for
a long time has been reborn. The Hangang has become so beautiful and varied in nature that it
offers diverse ways to utilize it according to visitors’ taste such as resting, walking, having fun, etc.
Now, let’s take a look at the scenery of the river by walking.

The landscape of the Hangang
When you walking by

Landscape with the Hangang

Four seasons of the Hangang

Spr ing
When rape flowers come
into full bloom,
spring has come to us.
We find ourselves listening to
the chorus of
grass worms and birds

Landscape with the Hangang

Four seasons of the Hangang

Summer
When hot summer comes,
we rather miss the thrill
we felt while playing
in water

Landscape with the Hangang

Fo ur s e as o ns o f th e H an g an g

Fa l l
By the time the city is colored
in golden wave,
the wind blowing through reeds
will soothe our heart

Landscape with the Hangang

Fo ur s e as o ns o f th e H an g an g

Winter
When accumulating
white snow covers the whole world
pulse of life waiting for
spring gently falls asleep

Landscape with the Hangang

How many bridges are there in Hangang? There are total 27
bridges and 24 of them are located in Seoul. Only a few years ago,
the bridges which have been with changes of Seoul carried out the
function of helping the traffic go smoothly. Today, however, they
not only carry traffic but also serve as an observatory where the
Hangang is viewed at a glance. The marvelous harmonization of
dimly shinning bridges and night view of the Hangang is turning
the bridges into rest areas for citizens.
●
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02

04

02
Haengjudaegyo

06
Seongsandaegyo _ It connects Mangwon-dong, Mapogu and Yangpyeong-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu and
expresses the joy of the World Cup. Outside of the bridge
is half-moon shape and gives the bridge unique beauty.
Because of this, night view of Seongsandaegyo is more
beautiful than other bridges.

Banghwadaegyo _ It connects Banghwa-dong, Gangseogu and Gangmae-dong, Goyang city, Gyeonggi Province. It
is an arch truss bridge with a 540m arch in the middle. The
shape of the bridge embodies takeoff and landing of an
airplane. The bridge is very beautiful and in harmonization
with surroundings.

11
Mapodaegyo _ It connects Yonggang-dong, Mapo-gu and
Yeouido-dong Yeongdeungpo-gu. It was the key project of
Comprehensive Hangang Development Plan that started
from 1968, serving as a stepping stone that turned Yuouido
which was in the state of wildness into the Manhattan of
Seoul.

09
Dangsancheolgyo _ It connec t s Dangsan- dong,
Yeongdeungpo-gu and Hapjeong-dong, Mapo-gu.
It is a steel bridge for subway line No.2 and is next
to Yanghwadaegyo. In late December 1996, the old
Dangsancheolgyo started to be demolished and was
re-constructed as a 1st grade bridge with earthquakeresistant design after 3-year construction period.

03

Banghwadaegyo

08
Yanghwadaegyo _ It connects Hapjeong-dong, Mapogu and Yangpyeong-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu. The bridge
stands for enlightenment, prosperity and harmonization
of light. Now, it acts as west gateway of Seoul, cutting the
travel time to Youngdungpo and Incheon direction, and
Kimpo Airport.

Gayangdaegyo _ It connects Gayang-dong, Gangseo-gu
and Sangam-dong, Mapo-gu, representing a hope toward
a new millennium. Since it is linked to Whagok interchange
and Sangam interchange, entering and exiting is possible
from all directions. It is one of the main bridges standing
at the gateway of Seoul and gives beautiful view of the
Hangang.

Bridges over
Hangang
conveying
its quaint
beauty as it is
01

05

Hangangdaegyo _ It was completed on October 7th
1917. It was named ‘Indogyo’ (footbridge), meaning only
people and cartspass. In February 1982, an identical (sames
hapeand size) bridge was built beside Indogyo to beatwin
bridge.

12
Wonhyodaegyo _ It connects Wonhyoro 4 ga, Yongsangu and Yeouido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu. It stands for
manly vigor. It was constructed to share excessive traffic of
Hangangdaegyo and Mapodaegyo.

Dongjakdaegyo _ It connects Ichon-dong, Yongsangon and Banpo-dong, Seocho-gu, representing sky and
a pedestrian overpass or happy future. There are many
attractions including Ichon Nature Study Feild to see in
front of Dongjakdaegyo.

Gayangdaegyo

07

04
Seongsandaegyo

05

06

S e o g a n g d a e g y o _ I t c o n n e c t s Ye o u i d o - d o n g ,
Yeongdeungpo-gu and sinjeong-dong, Mapo-gu. It is an
arch bridge and beautiful. It passes through Bamseom,
habitat for migratory birds. It is regarded as the best
attraction of Hangang bridges because it has the beauty of
curves and sculpture.

07

Yanghwadaegyo

01

Seogangdaegyo

09

Wonhyodaegyo

Cheonhodaegyo

Seongsudaegyo
Donghodaegyo

Mapodaegyo

Gwangjingyo

Olympic-daegyo

10

11

12

Hannamdaegyo

Hangangcheolgyo
Hangangdaegyo
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Hangangcheolgyo _ Completed on July 5th 1900, it was
the first bridge ever to be constructed over Hangang (river).
It took 4 years to build the bridge. The completion of this
bridge was such a significant event that it was dubbed
‘traffic revolution on the Korean peninsula’.

08

Dangsancheolgyo

Haengjudaegyo _ It connects Haengju-dong, Goyang
city, Gyeonggi Province and Gaehwa-dong, Gangseo-gu.
The bridge stands for the gateway of light. The width of
the old Haengjudaegyo, which was completed in 1978, was
only 10m. So the current bridge was built to relieve traffic
congestion of the area.

10

Dongjakdaegyo

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

Yeongdongdaegyo
Cheongdamdaegyo

Jamsilcheolgyo
Jamsildaegyo

Landscape with the Hangang

13

14
Banpodaegyo _ It connects Seobinggo-dong, Yongsangu and Banpo-dong, Seocho-gu. It stands for dynamic
spirit and hope. It is the first double-deck bridge in Korea.
Lower deck is called Jamsugyo and upper deck is called
Banpodaegyo. Among all bridges in Hangang (river), it is
used by the largest number of people.

16
Jamsugyo _ It is designed to submerge when flood comes.
The railing of the bridge was not installed in order not to
block the flow of water or to prevent objects swept away
from being stuck. During flooding the bridge closes off and
opens again when floodwater subdues.

15

Donghodaegyo _ It connects Oksu-dong, Seongdong-gu
and Apgujeong-dong, Gangnam-gu. It embodies Taegeuk
and stands for globalized Korea. With its construction,
it has become far easier for cars to go from Gnagnam to
Kangbuk.

17
Hannamdaegyo _ It connects Hannam-dong, Yongsangu and Sinsa-dong, Gangnam gu. It represents miracle
of Korea or growth of Korea. Currently, it has 12 lanes and
is the widest bridge, significantly contributing to the
movement of traffic to and from south of the river and
north of the river.

Haengjudaegyo

19

21
Cheongdamdaegyo _ In connec ts Jayang-dong,
Gwnagjin-gu and Cheongdam-dong, Gangnam-gu. It is
a double-deck bridge. Lower deck is a railway bridge for
subway line No.7 and upper deck is for cars. Here, visitors
can watch different landscape of changing seasons.

20
Seongsudaegyo _ It connects Seongsu-dong,
Seongdong-gu and Apgujeong-dong, Gangnam-gu. It
expresses ascending color and unlimited possibility. It was
transformed into a much more beautiful bridge after the
collapse and re-construction.

23
Jamsilcheolgyo _ It connects Guui-dong, Gwangjin-gu
and Sincheon-dong, Songpa-gu. It is a double-deck bridge.
There are smaller bridges on both sides of Jamsilcheolgyo
for small cars only. Here subway trains and cars can pass at
the same time.

22
Jamsildaegyo _ It connects Jayang-dong, Gwangjingu and Sincheon-dong- Songpa-gu. It expresses the will
formutual survival and creation. There is a observation
deck near stair-shaped fish way under the bridge. The
observation deck is to look at fish swimming against water.

Cheonhodaegyo _ In connects Gwangjang-dong,
Gwangjin-gu and Cheonho-dong, Gangdong-gu. It was
constructedto encourage the development of Gangdong
district. It was built as a substitute for the old Gwangjingyo
which was not functioning well, in Cheonho District.

24
Olympic-daegyo _ It connects Guui-dong, Gwangjin and
Pungnap-dong, Songpa-gu. It symbolizes the image of
Soul in a new millennium. It is the first concrete cablestayed bridge in Korea and was built to permanently
commemorate the historic 24th SeoulOlympics.

Gwangjingyo _ It connects Gwangjang-dong, Gwangjingu and Cheonho-dong, Gangdong-gu. The name of the
bridge means wishing people and family prosperity. Now,
it is mainly a pedestrian bridge on which people want to
walk. Night view of Hangang (river) is impressive.

Banghwadaegyo

Gayangdaegyo

18
Seongsandaegyo

Yanghwadaegyo

23

Yeongdongdaegyo _ It connec ts Seongsu-dong,
Seongdong-gu and Cheongdam-dong, Gangnam-gu. It
was constructedto disperse the population in downtown
Seoul and to develop Yeongdong district. Thanks to this
bridge, the traffic concentrated on Hannamdae-gyo and
Jamsildaegyo.

16

17
Seongsudaegyo

Donghodaegyo

15

13

Wonhyodaegyo
Banpodaegyo

14

Hangangcheolgyo
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22
18
Yeongdongdaegyo

Seogangdaegyo

Hangangdaegyo
Dongjakdaegyo

Gwangjingyo

Cheonhodaegyo

Dangsancheolgyo

Mapodaegyo

24

Jamsugyo

Hannamdaegyo

19
Cheongdamdaegyo

20
Jamsildaegyo

Olympic-daegyo

21
Jamsilcheolgyo
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It is not easy for the whole family to go on a picnic
because there are a lot of things to pack and usually picnic
places are far away. So it was not easy for families to leave for
a picnic. Now, there’s no need to worry. There are 12 Hangang
Parks nearby. Why don’t you go to one of Hangang Parks and
make valuable memories?
●

03
Yanghwa Hangang Park _ It has a fascinating night view.
Rainbow-shaped bridge called Fantastic Road is linked to
the Seonyudo. People walking on this road will feel their
heart beating just like the two love-stars meeting each
other on Magpie Bridge on the night of July 7 of the lunar
calendar.

The whole family
going on a picnic
to the Hangang Parks

02

02

Haengjudaegyo  

01

Banghwadaegyo

05

04
Nanji Hangang Park _ With a large-scale ecological
wetland and experiencing facilities, it has been reborn as
an ecological theme park. The Namji Hanggang Park is a
multi-purpose place since there are the ecological wetland,
Riverside Swimming Pool and Nanji Camping Ground.

08
Seonyudo Hangang Park _ It is the first environment
recycling park in Korea and is a park of water. The
Water purification garden, the water garden, and the
environmental playground, where the visitors can view
aquatic plants and ecological forests, are in harmonization
of the existing buildings on surrounding land in the
Seonyudo.

06
Mangwon Hangang Park _ It has a large grassplot on
riverside and boasts wide open view. Rest areas including
trails are organized well. On the water, people can enjoy
the leisure activities such as wind surfing, water ski, and
motorboats.

11
Banpo Hangang Park _ Located between upstream and
downstream of the Moonlight Square, it is an ideal place to
enjoy resting and reading in a wide and green grass field.
In addition, there is an inline skate only hub track where
people can enjoy inline skate.

09

Jamsil Hangang Park _ It is located in the vicinity of
large-scale sports and leisure facilities such as Lotte World,
Olympic Stadium and Olympic Park. In addition, there are
Jamsil fish way, walking trails, many trees, and flowers
nearby.

12
Jamwon Hangang Park _ There are a variety of sport
facilities in riverside such as a track-and-field stadium,
soccer field, basket ball court, volleyball court, and etc.
Many citizens work out here. There are also facilities for
water sports such as windsurfing and motorboat.

Yeouido Hangang Park _ It is a place where the
Bamseom, the Yeouido Saetgang, and nature are relatively
preserved well. On riverside, cruise dock, cultural facilities
like folk game arena, etc are prepared well so citizens visit
continuously.

Gwangnaru Hangang Park _ It is the only water supply
source protection area of Seoul so water is clean and pure
here. It boasts beautiful scenery with large reed colony
and many trees. Here, natural environment is kept intact as
much as possible.

Nanji Hangang Park

Gangseo Hangang Park
Gayangdaegyo

07
04
Seongsandaegyo

05 03
Seonyudo Hangang Park

01
Gangseo Hangang Park _ It is a theme park combining
a wetland ecological park and a sports park. Wetland
ecosystem including reservoir, low-lying wetland,
observation path has been restored. It offers natural
purification function of the river and provides citizens
with an opportunity to observe and learn nature.

Yanghwadaegyo

Yanghwa Hangang Park
Dangsancheolgyo
Seogangdaegyo

Olympic-daegyo

06

Mapodaegyo

07

Yeouido Hangang Park
Wonhyodaegyo

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

Ichon Hangang Park

08

Hangangdaegyo
Dongjakdaegyo

10

Seongsudaegyo

Hannamdaegyo

Hangangcheolgyo
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Gwangnaru Hangang Park
Ttukseom Hangang Park _ In a wide-open space, people
Gwangjingyo
can watch open-air performances in a breeze from the
river. Visitors can enjoy performances carried out on the
stage installed in water’s edge and watch movies. In Cheonhodaegyo
addition, in observation culture complex visitors can come
in contact with various cultural events.

Ichon Hangang Park _ It is popular as a trail and walking a
course as reeds, silver grass, cosmos come into bloom along
the bank protection according to season. Sport facilities
such as Youth Square, inline skate rink, gate ball field are
made god use of.

Mangwon Hangang Park

12

10

Donghodaegyo

09
Jamwon Hangang Park

Banpo Hangang Park

Yeongdongdaegyo

Jamsilcheolgyo

Ttukseom Hangang Park

Cheongdamdaegyo

11

Jamsildaegyo

Jamsil Hangang Park
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Is it hard to feel nature in the middle of city changing
every day? But if you look around your surroundings a
bit, you can encounter nature even in a city thanks to the
Ecological Parks made for recovering ever-deteriorating
ecology and return nature back as it was. Let’s go and look
around 9 ecological parks which provide green habitats for
disappearing small creatures.
●
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04
Nanji Ecological Wetland _ It is made with flowing water
of Hangang (river) into a dried wet place which did not
function as a wet land appropriately since the place was
not soaked other than in the raining season. Exotic plants
were pulled out and Korean traditional grass and flowers
were planted. The park is also an important habitat for wild
animals and insects, so that it has been used as a place of
ecological experience for students.

The Hangang
Ecological Parks
full of green
lives flowing
with clean water

03
02

Haengjudaegyo

01

Nanji Ecological Wetland

Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park
Gayangdaegyo

Bamseom Ecosystem and Landscape Region for
Conservation _ It is an arrival place of migratory birds.
Currently birds at risk of extinction such as hawk, been
goose, Anas formosa, Northern Goshawk, Common
Buzzard and Eurassian Hobby, and other 194 species of
special plants and 70 kinds of migratory birds designated
by the Ministry of Environment.

05
Yeouido Saetgang Ecological Park _ It is the first
ecological park made for improving water quality and
natural environment by planting willows and Miscanthus
sinensis such as Typha latifolia, Water dropwor t,
Pontederiaceae. Willows and Ulmus parvifolia and Quercus
acutissima are grwon in a forest of reeds. Lots of birds are
flying through wild flowers such as Inula britannica var.
chiensis Regel and Veronica linariifolia.

Banghwadaegyo

06

08
Amsa Ecological Park _ It is a natural waterfront parkway
recovered by removing concrete shore protection. There
are walking paths full of reeds and Miscanthus sinensis,
and an observatory deck for looking migratory birds more
closely on the back of Hangang (river). This place is also
used as a place of ecological learning.

Godeok Restored Eco-Park _ It has a high ecological
value, playing a role of back marsh of Hangang (river).
Ecology was restored by planting trees and grass, and a
migratory observatory place was built to allow citizens to
see birds and enjoy an ecological experience.

07

09
Amsa-dong Ecosystem and Landscape Region for
Conservation _ It forms healthy stream wetland ecology
thanks to a natural shore protection piled by soil flowing
from the upper river of Hangang (river). There are wild
birds including national monument no. 323 sparrow hawk
and kestrel in the wide reed beds at the waterside.

Jamsil Fish Way _ There are 31 species of fishes and two
kinds of Crustacea in the Jamsil Fish Route. A circle shape
of observatory, underwater ecological observatory viewer
and observation deck are installed to show fishes going
against the water stream.

G o de o k Ecos y s tem an d L an d s c ap e Re g ion f or
Conservation _ It has a natural shore protection area and
the natural conservation is at the highest level in Seoul
area of Hangang (river). Civilians are hard to get in here,
and it is a development restriction area and designated
both as a stream area and a military facility protection
zone, conserving nature as clean as it is.

Gwangjingyo

Cheonhodaegyo

Seongsandaegyo

04

Yanghwadaegyo

01
Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park _ It is located at
the waterside of Hangang (river), and a wet ecological
system in which fishes, amphibians and insects inhabit is
well formed. Also, an observation path and a migratory
bird observatory are set in place across the wet land
harmonized with reed beds and a willow forest.

Olympic-daegyo

Bamseom Ecosystem and Landscape Region
for Conservation

Dangsancheolgyo

Jamsilcheolgyo
Seongsudaegyo

Seogangdaegyo
Donghodaegyo
Mapodaegyo

03

Wonhyodaegyo

Hannamdaegyo

Yeouido Saetgang Ecological Park

Hangangcheolgyo
Hangangdaegyo
Dongjakdaegyo
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Jamsildaegyo
Yeongdongdaegyo

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

Cheongdamdaegyo

05
Jamsil Fish Way

07

08

09

Godeok Ecosystem and
Landscape Region for Conservation

Godeok Restored Eco-Park
Amsa-dong Ecosystem and Landscape Region
for Conservation
Amsa Ecological Park

06
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Three recommended course for bike trip
Recommended course 01.
Nanji Hangang Park ~ Banpo Hangang Park (length 16㎞, 60 minutes course) _ You can have a unique
bicycle experience including wind-power bike at the Nanji Bicycle Theme Park after going around the Nanji
Hangang Park which is famous for reeds forest. After the Nanji Bicycle Theme Park, you go to the Mangwon
Hangang Park with narrow trails and get to Mapodaegyo where you can see setting sun, the Banseom and
Yeouido Hangang Park. When you cross Mapodaegyo and get through Dongjakdaegyo on which ‘Gureum
and the Nouel café’ are situated, you will get to the Banpo Hangang Park.

You can ride a bicycle in the middle of Seoul. If you
are pedaling a bicycle alongside Hangang, you may sing a
song, and your heart will be throbbing above the clouds that
are following you. You will become more close and friendly
to Hangang while riding a bicycle. Let’s go a bicycle trip to
Hangang and you will see a vivid nature of soil, trees, flowers
and winds.
●

01

Bicycle trip
alongside
Hangang
Within the boundary
of Seoul
69.94㎞-long

Haengjudaegyo

Recommended course 02.

03
Nanji Bicycle Theme Park _ It is an attractive place for bike lovers
who can spend an exciting time here. The Nanji Bicycle Theme Park
is 39,500㎡, having a unique bicycle experiencing place, MTB course,
bicycle training center for children and various facilities.

Banpo Hangang Park _ It is formed after stream of Hangang (river)
and has a waterside stage, with the length of 7.2㎞. You can see the
Mountain Nam at the Moonlight Square, and stop bicycling to see the
Hangang (river) for a while on Jamsugyo.

Bicycle rental place
Located in the Nanji Hangang Park
Business hour _ 9:00~18:00
Fee _ \ ￦3,000 for one person bike per one hour, extra payment of \
￦500 for exceeding every 15 minutes, \ ￦ 6,000 for two-people bike per
one hour, extra payment of \ ￦1,000 for exceeding every 15 minutes

Bicycle rental place
At the front of basketball gym of Banpo Hangang Park
Business hour _ 9:00~18:00
Fee _ \ ￦3,000 for one person bike per one hour, extra payment of \
￦500 for exceeding every 15 minutes, \ ￦ 6,000 for two-people bike per
one hour, extra payment of \ ￦1,000 for exceeding every 15 minutes

Gwangnaru Hangang Park ~ Banpo Hangang Park (length 15㎞, 60 minute course) _ This course
starts from the Gwangnaru Bicycle Park where the only bicycle racing stadium is situated in Korea. If
you go through the Gwangnaru Hangang Park nearby Bicycle Theme Park, there will be 2.8㎞ section of
Yeongdongdaegyo~Donghodaegyo. If you go against the cool wind of river, come up to the observatory
shelter newly situated on the Hannamdaegyo, and have some drink, after riding bicyle for about 5 to 10
minutes, you will get to the destination, the Banpo Hangang Park.
Recommended course 03.
Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park ~ Nanji Hangang Park (length 14㎞, 60 minutes course) _ This
course is good for jogging with children. You can see migratory birds and various colors of grass with your
family in the Park every December, and join an ecological program newly created by the Park. It is also good
to take a picture of 1.2㎞ section in Marunamu path of Sunyoudo. You can also see the famous sunset at the
the Nanji Hangang Park.

Banghwadaegyo

01
02

Recommended course 03.
Nanji Bicycle Theme Park
Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park ~ Nanji Hangang Park 14㎞

Yeouido Circumference Road _ It is newly refurbished, connecting the
Yeouido Hangang Park to Satgang Ecological Park, a 8㎞ hiking course.
You can see famous spots of the Yeouido with bicycle for only 1~2 hours.

Gayangdaegyo
Southern
distance (㎞)

Northern
distance (㎞)

Banghwadaegyo - Gayangdaegyo

3.6

3.3

section

Gayangdaegyo - Seongsandaegyo

3.4

3.3

Seongsandaegyo - Yanghwadaegyo

1.4

1.6

Yanghwadaegyo - Seogangdaegyo

2.2

2.1

Seogangdaegyo - Mapodaegyo

0.9

1.5

Mapodaegyo - Wonhyodaegyo

1.0

1.2

Wonhyodaegyo - Hangangdaegyo

2.2

1.4

Hangangdaegyo - Dongjakdaegyo

2.4

2.1

Dongjakdaegyo - Banpodaegyo

1.8

2.1

Banpodaegyo - Hannamdaegyo

2.1

2.1

Dongjakdaegyo - Banpodaegyo

1.1

1.1

Banpodaegyo - Hannamdaegyo

1.9

1.9

Hannamdaegyo - Donghodaegyo

1.1

1.3

Donghodaegyo - Seongsudaegyo

0.9

2.4

Seongsudaegyo - Yeongdongdaegyo

2.0

2.2

Yeongdongdaegyo-Cheongdamdaegyo

0.8

0.7

Cheongdamdaegyo - Jamsildaegyo

3.1

2.1

Jamsildaegyo - Olympic-daegyo

1.7

1.5

Olympic-daegyo - Cheonhodaegyo

1.5

1.0

Cheonhodaegyo - Gwangjingyo

0.25

0.25

Gwangjingyo - KangDongdaegyo

5.9

6.2

*see the Bicycle Seoul Tour Map
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04

Seongsandaegyo

Bicycle rental place
Located in southern side of Mapodaegyo and Wonhyodaegyo
Business hour _ 9:00~18:00
Fee _ \ ￦3,000 for one person bike per one hour, extra payment of \
￦500 for exceeding every 15 minutes, \ ￦ 6,000 for two-people bike per
one hour, extra payment of \ ￦1,000 for exceeding every 15 minutes

05
Jamwon Hangang Park _ It is a place of lots of gymnastic facilities
where many citizens do exercise. It has 400m of reed beds along the
river, making jogging more pleasant and exciting.
Bicycle rental place
At the front of track stadium
Business hour _ 9:00~ until sunset
Fee _ \ ￦3,000 for one person bike per one hour, extra payment of \
￦500 for exceeding every 15 minutes, \ ￦ 6,000 for two-people bike per
one hour, extra payment of \ ￦1,000 for exceeding every 15 minutes

Recommended course 01.
Nanji Hangang Park ~ Banpo Hangang Park 16㎞

Yanghwadaegyo
Dangsancheolgyo

Jamsil Hangang Park _ It has various kinds of flowers and trees and is
a place of picnic and beloved by children as a learning place of nature. It
is also located nearby the Jamsil Sports Complex, the Lotte World, the
Olympics Park and walking paths.

Northern
28.81㎞

Donghodaegyo

Bicycle rental place
At the front of ferry dock
Business hour _ 9:00~ until sunset
Fee _ \ ￦3,000 for one person bike per
one hour, extra payment of \ ￦500 for
exceeding every 15 minutes, \ ￦ 6,000
for two-people bike per one hour, extra
payment of \ ￦1,000 for exceeding every
15 minutes

Jamsilcheolgyo

Seongsudaegyo

Gwangjingyo

Cheonhodaegyo

Olympic-daegyo

Seogangdaegyo

02
Yeouido Circumference Road

Hannamdaegyo
Mapodaegyo
Wonhyodaegyo

03

Hangangcheolgyo

04

Dongjakdaegyo

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

Cheongdamdaegyo

05

Jamwon Hangang Park

Banpo Hangang Park

Hangangdaegyo

Jamsildaegyo

Yeongdongdaegyo

Jamsil Hangang Park

Southern
41.13㎞

Recommended course 02.
Gwangnaru Hangang Park ~ Banpo Hangang Park 15㎞

● Bicycle rental place
Ttukseom

Area under the northern end
of Cheongdamdaegyo

Ichon

Beside Turtle Ship dock

Mangwon

Downstream area under southern
end Seongsandaegyo

Gwangnaru

Unique bicycle experiencing place in a bicycle park

Yanghwa

Parking lot shade curtain in front
of cruise ship dock
Downstream direction under southern end
of Banghwadaegyo

Gangseo

•SOS for a bicycle out of order _ Dasan Seoul Call Center 120

Landscape with the Hangang

●
Have you ever imagined going to swing pools in
the middle of Seoul city? People in the past could enjoy
swimming in Hangang since there was sand at the river.
Are you disappointed? You do not have to. You can enjoy
swimming in 7 different places near Hangang including
Teuksom and Yeouido since there had been constructions
last year. You will forget the hot weather in the middle of
summer with swimming over there.

02

Swimming pools
in the middle
of city

01

Haengjudaegyo

Jamwon Swimming pool _ It has imrpoved water quality to provide
a safer and more pleasant swimming pool and increased the number
of shadow areas. It also made a playing fountaing in the outdoor
swimming pool, giving a cooler oasis to citizens in hot summer.

Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦3,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦ 4,000, Adult (19 and
over) \ ￦5,000

Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦3,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦ 4,000, Adult (19 and
over) \ ￦5,000

Jamsil Swimming pool _ It boasts a hotel-like view as you can see
Hangang (river) at one glace and enjoy various kinds of facilities. There
are adult pool, youth pool and baby pool for safer experience.
Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦3,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦ 4,000, Adult (19 and
over) \ ￦5,000

05
Yeouido Swimming pool _ It has good facilities comparable to large
water parks such as youth pool, aqua ring and spiral turnal. It also
provides spacious places for taking a rest by making more tanning
places and parasols. Yeouido pool runs a ‘children’s pool’ and ‘baby
pool’ separately, making it much safer.

Gayangdaegyo

06

Mangwon Swimming pool _ It is situated surrounded by Hangang in
the middle of city, providing pleasant environment by laying clay blocks
around the pool, and has various facilities such as open-type shower
and place for washing feet.

03

Nanji Riverside Swimming pool

Banghwadaegyo

04

Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦3,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦ 4,000, Adult (19 and
over) \ ￦5,000

07
Gwangnaru Swimming pool _ It changed the water purifier to
improve water quality. There is a playing fountain beloved by children,
making families have pleasant time together.

Ttukseom Swimming pool _ It has a ‘youth pool (0.3~ 1.2m of depth)’,
so that people can have fun seeing Hangang (river) while floating on
the water stream. Visitors love ‘tanning places’ which have around 100
sun beds.

Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦3,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦ 4,000, Adult (19 and
over) \ ￦5,000

Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦3,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦ 4,000, Adult (19 and
over) \ ￦5,000

02
Seongsandaegyo

Gwangjingyo

07
Gwangnaru Swimming pool

Mangwon Swimming pool
Cheonhodaegyo
Seogangdaegyo
Yanghwadaegyo

01

  Dangsancheolgyo

Nanji Riverside Swimming pool _ You can enjoy the view of Hangang
in this swimming pool which is touched to Hangang with only 80cm
deep, bringing about old memories of swimming in the river to citizens.

03
Yeouido Swimming pool

04

Mapodaegyo

Jamwon Swimming pool

Wonhyodaegyo

Open _ June~ August / Business hour _ 9:00~20:00
Fee _ Children (6~12) \ ￦1,000, Youth (13~18) \ ￦2,000,
Adult (19 and over) \ ￦3,000

Hannamdaegyo

Yeongdongdaegyo

Ttukseom Swimming pool

Cheongdamdaegyo

06 Jamsilcheolgyo
Jamsil Swimming poolpool
Jamsildaegyo

Hangangcheolgyo
Hangangdaegyo
Dongjakdaegyo
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Seongsudaegyo
Donghodaegyo

Olympic-daegyo

05

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

Landscape with the Hangang

●
Rainbow under the moonlight and falling water
stream like a shower in summer Fountain show which lights
up the night becomes a landmark event in Hangang. The
fountain has become a playing ground for children who
want to get cool and famous for couples who want to enjoy
night time. Why don’t we dance together along with the
fountain show in Hangang?

02
Nanji Mirror Fountain _ When it is not run, the fountain
is used as pond in winter. Things reflecting on the pond are
beautiful. You will be excited by seeing the water stream
going up to 30m and showing 10 different kinds of shapes.

01
Nanji Riverside Swmmingpool Fountain

02
Gayangdaegyo

Nanji Mirror Fountain

Seongsandaegyo

05

08
Banpo Moonlight Rainbow Fountain _ It is a newly
concepted fountain brining water of Hangang up and then
down it 20m under. At day time,it creates rainbow as water
wave and sunlight are scattered, and at night it creates a
fantastic atmosphere with lights and music.
Running time _ 20 minutes
Weekday 12, 14, 16, 20, 21 o’clock
(peak season plus 18 o’clock)
Weekends 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21 o’clock
(peak season plus 19, 22 o’clock)

Running time _ 40 minutes
Weekday 12, 14, 19, 20 o’clock
(peak season and off-peak season)
Weekend 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 o’clock
(peak season plus 21 o’clock)

03

Haengjudaegyo

06
Yeouido Floating Stage Water Fountatin _ An openand-close water floating stage which is the first time made
in the world shows an exotic atmosphere. You can see a
multi media show together with music fountain, LED view,
laser. There is fantastic performance along with fountain
show on weekends.

Running time _ 40 minutes
Weekday (time) 12, 14, 19, 20 o’clock
Weekend (time) 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 o’clock
(Peak season plus 18→21 o’clock)

Hangang
fountain show

Banghwadaegyo

04

Ttukseom Water Screen _ When it gets dark, the fountain
on water which is under music fountain turns into a cool
movie theater. A movie can be played on water screen
utilizing the fog of the fountain.
Running time: 2 hours
20~22 o’clock (peak 20:30~22:30, Operating after sunset,
holidays only)

07

World Cup Fountain _ It is installed at the downstream
of Seonyudo Hangang Park, having 202m cooling water
streams. It was established to commemorate 2002 world
Cup games with one main fountain in the middle and 21
supporting ones shooting water up to 30m. You can see
the fountain at the Namsan tower, world cup stadium and
Nanji Hangang Park.

Yeouido Waterlight Square Fountain _ Waterlight
Square visualizes water stream with sounds by difference
of falling water in Yeouido island. It provides a playing
place for children with water and makes adults take rest
here. At night, lights are shining on the bottom of the
water, shaping a star light and giving different and unique
atmosphere.

Ttukseom Music Fountain _ It is a bottom type music
fountain getting along with a spacious waterside square
with 30m diameter and the height of 15m. In line with
music from film OST to Classics, it spouts out water
streams. There are different types of fountain shows along
with music such as foggy fountain, sharp fountain, and
swing fountain and ginko nut leaf.

Running time _ 30 minutes
Time: 12, 14, 16 o’clock (weekdays and weekends, Peak
season plus 18 o’clock)

Running time _ 50 minutes
Time: 10~20 o’clock (week days and weekends, peak
season plus 10~21 o’clock)

Running time _ 40 minutes
Weekday 12, 14, 19, 20 o’clock
(peak season and off-peak season)
weekends 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 o’clock
(peak season plus 21 o’clock)

03

Gwangjingyo

World Cup Fountain

Dangsancheolgyo Seogangdaegyo

01

Yanghwadaegyo

Nanji Riverside Swmmingpool Fountain _ It shows
splendid and lively fountain play along with varied music.
Water whose length of 100m is falling down with a time
difference and dimensionally expressed with multisystem.
Running time _ 40 minutes (until the end of September)
Time: 12, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20 o’clock
(week days and weekends)

04

Yeouido Floating Stage Water Fountatin

Cheonhodaegyo

05

07

Mapodaegyo

Yeouido Waterlight Square Fountain

Wonhyodaegyo

Donghodaegyo
Hannamdaegyo

06
Hangangcheolgyo

Banpo Moonlight Rainbow Fountain

Hangangdaegyo
Dongjakdaegyo
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Seongsudaegyo

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

Ttukseom Music Fountain
Yeongdongdaegyo
Cheongdamdaegyo

Olympicdaegyo

08
Ttukseom Water Screen

Jamsilcheolgyo
Jamsildaegyo

Landscape with the Hangang

03

05
Cafe Gureum and Cafe Noeul _ Befitting their name,
Cafe Gureum and Cafe Noeul are the places where visitors
can enjoy night view at the highest elevation among
observatory cafes in Hangang (river). They are located
upstream and downstream of the Dongjakdaegyo,
respectively. They are in exquisite combination.

Enjoy composure
with a cup of coffee
from observatory cafes
on the Hangang bridges

River View Bom _ River View Bom located on the
Jamsildaegyo is an observatory cafe full of flowers and
plants. Events making use of flowers are prepared for
couples. It has a wide-open view to overlook the Hangang
(river) and Mt. Nam.
· Business hours : 10:00~23:00

01

Cafe Gureum

02
C a f e A r i t awo o m Ya n g hw a a n d S e o ny u _ C a f e
Aritawoom Seonyu and Cafe Aritawoom Yanghwa located
at the southern end of the Yanghwadaegyo have a unique
exterior that looks like a paper-folded crean with its head
extended to act as a streetlight. The design concept of
Aritawoom Yanghwa is the East and that of Aritawoom
Seonyu is the West.

Haengjudaegyo

Banghwadaegyo

· Telephone : 02-415-4952

· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~02:00
Off-peak season (Nov~Feb) 10:00~24:00

Cafe Leo, Noduel _ Cafe Leo is a duplex and gives the
charm of the Hangang as it is. Cafe Noduel overlooks
landscape of the Nodeulseom (island) in its natural state
harmonized with the Hangang giving off exotic feelings.

· Telephone : 02-3476-7999
Cafe Noeul
· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~02:00
Off-peak season (Nov~Feb) 10:00~24:00
· Telephone : 02-3481-6555

Cafe Leo
· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~24:00
Off-peak season (Nov~Feb) 10:00~24:00

Aritawoom Yanghwa

· Telephone : 02-796-2003

· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~24:00
Off-peak season (Nov~Feb)10:00~23:00

Cafe Nodul

· Telephone : 02-2631-7345

· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~24:00
Off-peak season (Nov~Feb) 10:00~24:00

Aritawoom Seonyu

· Telephone : 02-790-0520

06
River View 8th Street _ It has a floor window looking
down the Hangang (river). The space to north from the wall
in the middle is for cultural performances and the space
to south from the wall in the middle is a gallery to exhibit
works of art.

· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~02:00
Off-peak season (Nov~Feb) 10:00~23:00
· Telephone: 02-3667-7345

Gayangdaegyo

· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~23:00
Winter season (Nov~Feb)10:00~22:00

04

A leisurely cup of coffee out of
a repetitive routine is enough to give
peace of mind. On top of that, if we
can see a gently flowing river, nothing
can beat this? This is probably the
reason why there is no shortage of
people visiting 9 observatory cafés on
Hangang bridges. It would be nice to
forget about busy day to day life and
enjoy a relaxing time.

Cafe Rainbow _ Located on Hannamdaegyo, it is a cafe
under the theme of a bicycle. Thanks to bicycle-friendly
‘housing bicycle observatory’ that gives an easy access,
they can use the cafe without worrying about their bike
being stolen.

●

Seongsandaegyo

06
River View 8thStreet
Gwangjingyo

01

· Business hours : peak season (Mar~Oct) 10:00~02:00
winter season (Nov~Feb) 10:00~24:00

Cheonhodaegyo

· Telephone :02-511-7345

Cafe Aritawoom Yanghwa and Seonyu
Yanghwadaegyo

Olympic-daegyo

Dangsancheolgyo

04

Seogangdaegyo
Mapodaegyo

Cafe Rainbow

02

Wonhyodaegyo

Cafe Leo, Nodul

Hangangcheolgyo

Hangangdaegyo

Seongsudaegyo
Donghodaegyo

Hannamdaegyo

03
Cafe Gurum and Cafe Noeul

Dongjakdaegyo
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· Telephone : 02-476-0722

Banpodaegyo
Jamsugyo

05
Yeongdongdaegyo
Cheongdamdaegyo

River View Bom

Jamsilcheolgyo

Jamsildaegyo

Landscape with the Hangang

Completing my own Hangang tour
Hangang Water Call Taxi
Once you are on a Hangang water taxi, you can avoid the
jammed roads, run cutting through water and move quickly.
You can have some spare time by using Hangang water taxi
for commute, and enjoy spectacles of the Hangang and the
Hangang Parks by using the Hangang water taxi.
●

For commuting
water taxi for commuting only traveling between Gangseo area
and Gangdong area in 15 to 20 minutes.

Romentic Hangang Cruise
●

The Hangang cruise that pass through a breeze and

leisurely runs on the Hangang gives the Hangang and Seoul a
whole different look to us. The Hangang seen from the cruise
offers landscape so great that it makes people on board forget
about their busy routine in the city. Along with beautiful views
of the Hangang and Seoul, the thing that provides romance is
the cruise and the time spent on it.

For tourism
predetermined courses and timetable abolished, water taxi
goes to places tourists want at their desired time.
※ For reservation and help _ http://www.pleasantseoul.com / 1588-3960

sailing course and travel time

Hangang Cruise enjoyed with theme

Roud Trip

Live magic show _ On-board live performance and magic show are carried out
every night. Cruise ship regularly sails every night and the sail lasts 70minutes. (no
performance on Monday). Admission fee for the performance is not charged. Fare for the
cruise ship covers admission fee for the performance.

Sailing course

travel time

Yeouido~Yanghwa~Yeouido
Yanghwa~Hangangdaegyo~Yanghwa
Jamsil~Ttukseom~Hangangdaegyo~Jamsil

60 minutes

Ttukseom~Hannamdaegyo~Jamsil~Ttukseom
Yeouido~Banpo~Yeouido
Jamsil ~Banpo~Yeouido
Yeouido~Dongjakdaegyo~Nanji~Yanghwa~Yeouido

70 minutes
90 minutes

One-way Trip
courses

Sailing course
Yeouido ~Banpo

Nanji
Seongsandaegyo

Jamsil ~Banpo

Mangwon

travel time
35 minutes

Seoul Forest
Seonyudo

Yanghwadaegyo
Dangsancheolgyo
Seogangdaegyo

Dangsan Station

Yeouinaru Sration
63 Building

Donghodaegyo

Wonhyodaegyo

SeobinggoHannamdaegyo
ichonnaru

Hangangdaegyo

Banpodaegyo

Seongsudaegyo

Jamwon

Ttukseom Yoowonji Station
Jamsildaegyo

Cheongdamdaegyo

Jamsil

Dongjakdaegyo
Booking and more information: http://www.pleasantseoul.com
/ 02-1588-3960
Banpo

Dongjak Station

70 +71

Yeouido~Bnanpo~Ttukseom~Jamsil
Jamsil~Ttukseom~Banpo~Yeouido

70 minutes

Buffet on a Hangang Cruise _ On this ship, passengers can admire the beautiful
scenery of Hangang (river) and enjoy delicious buffet. The cruise ship departs Yeouido
every day except for Monday. Those who want to use this buffet cruise ship need to book.
Migratory bird watching cruise _ From January to February every year, this cruise
ship passes the Bamseom (habitat for migratory birds) and Yanghwa and sail back
to Yeouido. This is ecology exploration tourism course to directly see migratory birds
visiting Hangang during winter. Tickets need to be booked.
Blooming Cruise _ This cruise ship service commences every spring and is provided
regularly. The cruise ship is decorated with different kinds of spring flowers such as
sunflowers, forsythia, royal azalea and rape flowers. Passengers enjoy their spring
flower-viewing with a spring breeze.
Flame Cruise _ It is a cruise ship operated for special events under the theme of
midsummer night’s fireworks. During their summer vacation, passengers can enjoy
flowery fireworks displayed in a river breeze.
S-mania cruise _ Passengers of this cruise ship can enjoy on-board open-air live
performance against the backdrop of the night view of the Hangang (river). Passengers
can enjoy barbecue, beer and other drinks as much as they like. This service is available
from Thursday to Saturday. Those who want to use this service have to make a
reservation first. Departing Yeouido, passengers can watch brilliant colors of bridges
located upstream of the river such as Hangangdaegyo, Dongjakdaegyo, Banpodaegyo.
※ For reservation and help _ http://www.hcruise.co.kr / 02-3271-3960

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

Seoul embracing the Hangang becomes
a future-originated city

When the Hangang Renaissance Project is completed in 2030, new landscape of Seoul with
Hangang will come to you. From old times Hangang was at the heart of the history of the Korean
peninsula. Seoul proceeding to the world will be reborn as a port city with the opening of sea
route between the Hangang and the West Sea, and construction of international terminals in
Yongsan and Yeouido. The riverfront space that used to be insulated from the river will turn into
a new form of riverfront city where ecosystem is in harmonization with culture. Anticipate Seoul
that will grow into a high-class future city that embraces the changing Hangang.

74 The Hangang flows
76 The rebirth of the Hangang
78 Easy to go and comfortable to enjoy
80 The Hangang is overflowing with green vitality
82 Enjoying a unique trip in the Hangang
84 Securing beauty of city
86 The Hangang transforms into a world-class waterside tourist attraction!
88 Hangang Park contact number

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

20 07~2030

The Hangang

flows

Hangang that flew with breath
of the Korean people from ancient
times and served as brilliant history and
resource still runs through the heart of
Seoul and stays with us. Hangang gives
a peaceful rest as ever with passing
time. However, the appearance of the
river changed as time went by. Now, we
picture the Hangang that flowed from
the past to the present and flows toward
more prosperous and beautiful future.
●

The center of the Korean peninsula,
Hangang

Comprehensive Hangang
Development Project, rebirth
of the Hangang
The stream of water meandering round beaches and
people coming up and down the river on boats, this is
the scenes of the Hangang that probably can be seen in
pictures only. Like in the past, Hangang flows through
capital Seoul but the features of riverside changed a
lot. The sand beaches disappeared, straight roads and
apartment complexes were constructed, and parks
have been created neatly. It was after the start of the
1982 Comprehensive Hangang Development Plan
that the appearance of the Hangang changed. As the
Hangang was polluted because of industrialization in
the 1960s, the Comprehensive Hangang Development
Plan to use the Hangang comprehensively and
diversely was driven forward for 5 years until 1986.
Meandering streams were straightened up and
concrete levees were put both sides of the stream.
Riverside roads such as the Olympic Expressway were
expanded, citizens’ parks were constructed on the
edge of the river.
By securing enough water via artificial means, the river
bed did not exposed even in drought seasons. Thanks
to the 5-year project, the Hangang, which was polluted
over the course of industrialization, was reborn as a
river where fish started to swim.

A new future
for the Hangang,
the Hangang Renaissance
Project
Hangang that was at the center of the history
of the Korean peninsula from the past is the
4th longest river (497.5㎞-long) in the Korean
peninsula after Abrokgang, Dumangang, and
Nakdonggang. Total area of its basin is 26,219
㎢, accounting for 27% of the size of the South
Korea. Half of the population in the South Korea
lives in its the basin. It is an important river being
a life line of the Korean people. The Hangang is
composed of Namhangang (river) which has its
source in Gumryongso (pond) a valley north of Mt.
Kumdae in Taebaek-city, GangwonProvince, and
Bukhangang (river) rising in Mt.Kumgang (river).
The longer Namhangang (river) is regardedas the
main line of the Hangang.
74 +75

1982~1986

The Hangang Renaissance Project designed to find cultural
and economic value of the river is a long-term project
from 2007 to 2030. The core concept of the Hangang
Renaissance Project that will change the landscape of Seoul
and the Hangang is ‘recovery’ and ‘creation.’
‘Recovery’ means restoring natural property of the river
impaired or lost over the course of modernization and
industrialization of Seoul. And at the same time, recovery
also means restoring mutual understanding among east,
west, south and north through restoring relationship
between human beings and water and, by extension,
relationship between humans and nature.
And ‘creation’ means to make a new brand of Seoul and
citizens’ culture by finding potential and value owned
by the Hangang. Not only that, Hangang Renaissance is
more than just making rest areas near riverside. It is about
extracting urban and cultural characteristics of background
land by improving landscape of riverside, enhancing access
to the Hangang and making Hangang Parks with a theme.
Thanks to the Hangang Renaissance Project, citizens will
be able to meet the Hangang that will be more beautiful,
Hangang where nature is alive and breathes, and Hangang
that becomes conveniently closer.

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

The

Everyday life with
more affluent and more
beautiful Hangang

rebirth

of the

Hangang

The Hangang that has served as
the basis of Korean people’s livelihood
for a long time had its landscape
changed. As it changed, so did the
lifestyle of the people who depended
on the river for their livelihood. Let’s
take a look at way of life with the
Hangang that is newly changing and
flowing into tomorrow.
●

<By Han Young Soo>

The Hangang,
the basis of our live
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By just looking at the Hangang, which leisurely
runs through the heart of busy and bustling
modern society, one can get a small comfort.
However, it’s been a long time already since the
river became the shelter and playground of Seoul
citizens.
Human beings fished in the Hangang which
was a beautiful, rich, and natural river, and lived
nearby in dugout huts. In summer, they went
boating and swam in the clean river, basked in
the beach and cooled themselves. In winter, they
enjoyed riding sleds and skates on the frozen
river. To people back then the river was the basis
of life, they fetched water from the river for
drinking and wash clothing.
Besides, in docks where boats from all over the
country came in and went out, local specialties
from all over the country were sold and bought,
and marketplaces used to open. As a result,
boatmen and peddlers who used kiosks and
taverns were easily found.

The Hangang is our history and at the same time
it is part of our current life. Ever since people
settled down around water, the appearance and
functions of the Hangang have changed, along
with a rapid growth of Seoul.
When Korea was liberated from Japan, there
were just 2 bridges over the Hangang. Now
there are more than 20. And expressways and
12 parks for citizens are located in what used
to be the beach and farmland in the riverside.
High-rising apar tment buildings along the
riverside significantly changed the view of the
city. In addition, thanks to the recent Hangang
Renaissance, people can enjoy their daily life
around the Hangang which has become more
beautiful and richer.
First, Hangang Renaissance Project created
ecological networks of east, west, south and
north encompassing the Hangang and land,
significantly expanded and linked ecological
footholds where land and water meet, restored
natural elements of the entire Hangang,
and transformed the river into healthy one.
Transformation of the Seoul to a port city is being
pursued so that along the sea route the vitality of
the city makes its way to the world.

A c c e s i b i l i t y, t h a n k s t o i m p r o v e m e n t i n
accessibilit y to the Hangang, citizens can
meet the Hangang which is closer to them.
Connec tivit y is also enhanced so from the
current underground passageway people have
a better access to public transportation such
as bus and subway. Also citizens can visit more
diverse historic remains. Given the Hangang is
an artery linking culture on the Korean peninsula
since the prehistoric era; it is the birth place of
various cultures and a treasure house of Korea’s
historic cultural resources.
T hank s to s ys tematic managem ent of the
view of buildings and systematic night view
encompassing the river and surrounding areas,
the Hangang has become more attractive and
beautiful. It is reborn as a space to experience,
rather than a space to admire. Now, citizens can
comfort their tired body and mind from their
urban lifestyle in a more refined and spacious
Hangang.

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

Hangang was physically close to and familiar with us but it
was not easy and inconvenient to actually go there. Now,
the way to Hangang has become convenient and refined.
Citizens can walk slowly and stop by a café on a bridge over
the Hangang for a cup of coffee for a while. By riding an
elevator installed in bus stops and subway stations, people
can view the scenery. The Hangang that we can conveniently
visit and enjoy is waiting for us.

Easy

to go and comfortable to enjoy
Improved accessibility
to the Hangang

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

The fragrance of grass and flowers carried away
by river breeze is increasing blue energy around
the Hangang. Birds in the blue sky are flapping
their wings energetically, and aquatic animals and
plants that left the river coming back one by one
to add to vitality. If we put our hands into clean
river water, it seems that our mind will turn green,
too. This is because anyone who is with the river
becomes a part of nature. The river is playground
of nature and rest area of citizens. Let’s go to the
Hangang where healthy nature is waving at us.

The Hangang

is overflowing

with green vitality
Expansion of Hangang Ecological Park

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

Enjoy a unique trip. First, let’s take a trip to the past! We can
experience the vivid lifestyle of our ancestors at Hangang History
Theme Park. And we can go to historic sites in Hangang riverside.
What about a culture trip in amen-made island or in a park that is
prettier than a flower? A variety of art performances and exhibition
will give a break to our routine.

Enjoying

a unique trip in the
History and cultural space
around the Hangang

Hangang

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

When we look around from the Hangang,
different buildings with different characteristics
are giving off their charm. Riverside landscape
viewed from a cruise ship is very lively. At
night the Hangang catches people’s eyes
with another charm of its. Hangang bridges
and other building along the river illuminate
lighting and the river water that absorbs the
lighting completes dynamic and romantic night
in Seoul.

Securing

beauty of city

Changing riverside view

The force that changes Seoul, the Hangang

The landscape of Hangang riverside viewed from a ship is
completely colored green. In the distance, yachts pass through
water, making white bubbles. Water call taxis not only for commute
but also for tourism give cool and refreshing feeling, relieving
visitors of stuffy urban congestion. Not only that, Hangang cruise
ships leisurely cut through the river, giving passengers a chance to
admire beautiful landscape of the riverside. This is the future image
of Seoul that will be reborn as a world-class riverside city replete
with the space for culture, tourism and leisure. Meet the view of the
Hangang and Seoul in advance that will be changed because of
stimulated surface utilization.

The Hangang transforms into a
world-class waterside tourist attraction!
Encouragement of the Hangang
surface utilization

Hangang Park contact number

● Don’t make noise in the park.
● No littering.
● No motorcycle riding in the park.

Gangseo Hangang Park

Yeouido Hangang Park

Jamsil Hangang Park

Ichon Hangang Park

Subway _ get on subway Line No. 5, get off at Banghwa

Subway _ get off at Daebang station line No. 1, get out

Subway _ get off at Seongnae station line No. 2, get

Subway _ get off at Ichon station line No. 1 and 4, get out

station, get out through exit No.1 or 2, take a community

through exit No. 6 and walk 900m in the direction of

out through exit No. 3 or 4, and use Seongnae station

through exit No. 4 (500m), walk 1km in the direction of

bus No.6 and get off at Gangseo Wetland Ecological Park.

Yunjung Elementary school. Get off at Yeouido station line

interchange (400m), or get off at Sincheon station, get out

Yongsan station, Sinyongsan station, and Handaegyo.

Car _ When coming in the direction Gimpo Airport:

No. 5 or 9, get out through exit No. 1, and walk 500m in the

through exit No. 7 (700m) and use Seokchon interchange, or

Car _ when coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction

use the access way 50m from Banghwadaegyo (bridge)

direction of Gwangjang apt.

get off at Jamsil station line No. 2 and 8, get out through exit

of Walker Hill Hotel, use access way 20m from the end of

ramp. When coming in the direction of Jamsil: get off the

Car _ when coming on Olympic Expressway in the dirction

No. 6 (800m), walk straight in the direction of Jamsildaegyo,

Hangangcheolgyo, or use access way 1.5㎞ from the end

expressway right before the Gayangdaegyo (bridge) ramp

of Jamsil, enter Yeouido in the direction of Noryangjin Fish

and enter.

of Hangangcheolgyo. When coming on Gangbyeonbukro in

and proceed in the direction of Balsan station, make a right

Market, and use the parking lot of 63 Building. When coming

Car _ when coming in the direction of Hail IC, at 900m from

the direction of Nanjido, use Seobinggo interchange located

turn at Gayang intersection, pass the back gate of Seonam

on Olympic Expressway in the direction of the airport, pass

the end of Cheomdamdaegyo, drive in the direction of Jamsil

200m in front of Dongjakdaegyo.

Environmental Technology Co., Ltd and use the underpass.

Hangangcheolgyo, and enter in front of 63 Building.

Stadium and use Sincheon interchange. When coming in

Ichon Information Center : 02-3780-0551~4

Gangseo Information Center : 02-3780-0621~3

Yeouido Information Center : 02-3780-0561~5

the direction of the airport on Olympic Expressway, at 190m
after passing Jamsil Cheolgyo, drive in the direction of Jamsil

● No cigarette butts.   
● Wear safety gear when riding a bicycle and inline skates.
● Don’t destroy bank protection facilities.
● Use all park facilities neatly in consideration of next users.
● No camping or cooking in the park without the Nanji camping ground.
● Put food leftovers in a bag and place it in a designate place.

Please protect beautiful
Hangang Park!

station, enter through park approach road located at 540m
from Jamsil station, or use parkway located at .5㎞ from
Jamsildaegyo. (in the direction of the cruise dock)
Jamsil Information Center : 02-3780-0511~4

Yanghwa Hangang Park

Banpo Hangang Park

Gwangnaru Hangang Park

Mangwon Hangang Park

Subway _ Walk 350m using Nodeulgil Interchange after

Subway and bus _ 3get off at Express bus terminal station

Subway _ get off at Cheonho station line No. 5 and 8, get

Subway _ get off at Hanjeong station (1.5㎞) line No. 2 and

going out of the exit No. 4 in the Dangsan Station of the

line No. 3 and 7, get out through exit No. 8-1, 8-2 and

out through exit No. 1 (500), walk straight in the direction of

6, get out through exit No.1, get on the bus No. 16, or get off

Subway Lines 2 & 9 Use some elevators after passing through

transfer to shuttle 8401, or get off at Dongjak station line

Cheonhodaegyo and use access stairways, or get off at Amsa

at Mangwon station (2㎞) line No.6, get out through exit

the connection-walkway at the exit No. 4 in Dangsan Station

No. 4, get out through exit No. 1 and 2, and walk 1km to the

station line No.8, get off through exit No. 4 (700) and use

No.1, get on the bus No. 9, and get off in front of Mangwon

of the Subway Lines 2 & 9.

Han River Park, or get off at Samgagji station line No. 4, and

Cheonho 2nd Sluicegate.

retarding reservoir .

Car _ After passing the Sungsan Bridge toward the direction

transfer to shuttle 8401 in front of Joint Chief of Staff.

Car _ when coming on Olympic Expressway in the

Car _ when coming on Gangbyeonbukro from Ilsan to

of Jamshil on the Olympic Expressway, turn right road

Car _ when coming on the Olympic Expressway in the

dcirection of Hail interchange, at a point 2㎞ from the end

Hannamdaegyo, use access way at 700 from the end of

at the 100m spot from the bridge. And use the Sungsan

direction of the airport, at a point (upstream) 500m after

of Cheonhodaegyo, get off the expressway, proceed in the

Seongsandaegyo. When coming on Gangbyeonbukro

Interchange to enter to the park. As soon as passing the

passing Hannamdaegyo, or at a point (downstream) 150m

direction of Hyundai Apt, and use Amsa underground path

from Hannamdaegyo to Ilsan, pas Yanghwadaegyo, enter

Dangsan Iron Bridge toward the direction of the airport on

after passing Banpodaegyo.

(Olympic Expressway underground sidewalk and roadway).

Mangwon-dong on the right and drive toward Mangwon

the Olympic Expressway, pass the Yangwah Bridge. And

Banpo Information Center : 02-3780-0541~3

When coming on the Olympic Expressway in the direction

retarding reservoir.

use the entrance road at the 1.5㎞ spot from the Yanghwa

of the airport, pass Amsa prehistoric residential district, and

Mangwon Information Center : 02-3780-0601~4

Bridge.

use access way 400m ahead.

Yanghwa Information Center : 02-3780-0581~3

Gwangnaru Information Center : 02-3780-0501~4

Seonyudo Hangang Park

Jamwon Hangang Park

Subway _ Get off at Dangsan station line No.2, and get

Subway _ Walk 1000m from the exit No. 5 in the Shinsa

Subway _ get off at Ttukseom Yoowonji station line No. 7

Subway _ Get off at Mapogu office station Line No. 6,

out through exit No. 1, or get off at Dangsan station

Station of Subway Line 3 (1㎞-walk) Walk 800m toward the

and get out through exit No.3, which is linked to Floating

get out through exit No. 7, walk into a path along Hongje

line No.9, get out through exit No. 13, get on the 5714

Hyundai Department from the exit No. 1 in the Apggujeong

Island.

Stream, and walk 1.3㎞ to the Han River Get of f at

bus and get of f at the main gate of Seonyudo Han

Station of Subway Line.

Car _ when coming on Gangbyeonbukro in the direction

Worldcup Stadium station and get out through exit No. 1.

River Park. Get off at Habjeong station line No.2 and

Car _ Enter into the 4-line road toward the Gangnam Road

of Guri, pass Yeongdongdaegyo, proceed in the direction

Car _ when coming in the direction of Worldcup Stadium,

6, get out through exit No.9, get on the 5714 bus and

after passing the Banpo Bridge from Yeouido toward the

of Ttukseom Yoowonji. When coming on Gangbyeonbukro

use Ilsan-bound Gangbyeonbukro expressway, pass

get off at the main gate of Seonyudo Han River Park.

direction of Jamshil on the Olympic Expressway. And turn

in the direction of Ilsan, pass Cheongdamdaegyo, proceed

Seongsan Bridge, proceed 3㎞ before entering underpass.

Car _ When coming on Olympic Expressway in the direction

right at first line on the 4-line, and turn right again at

to Gunjagyo and seongsu intersection after passing

When coming in the direction of the airport on Olympic

of Jamsil, use right lane from under Seongsandaegyo, and

the 337dong, Sin Banpo 18th A.P.T. Enter the road at the

Cheongdamdaegyo, on Ttukseomgil make a right toward

expressway, drive on Gayang Bridge, use the approach

make a left. When coming on Olympic Expressway in the

southern ramp of Hannam Bridge toward the airport on the

Sinyang elementary school and make a right again at an

road located 5oom in the direction of Seongsan Bridge.

direction of the airport, at a point 1㎞ from the end of

Olympic Expressway. And turn right at the right line, and

intersection in front of Singyang elementary, enter through

Nanji Information Center : 02-3780-0611~3

Yanghwadaegyo, proceed in the direction of Yanghwa Han

again turn right and go straight to 337 dong, Shin Banpo

Noyou interchange.

River Park Seonyudo.

18th A.P.T. And turn right to enter at the A.P.T.

Ttukseom Information Center : 02-3780-0521~4

Seonyudo Information Center : 02-3780-0590~5

Jamwon Information Center : 02-3780-0531~3

Ttukseom Hangang Park

● Just look, don’t touch.

Nanji Hangang Park

